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Kanchan Banerjee
Editor in Chief

kanchan@newglobalindian.com

Ideas and knowledge from India have
spread across the globe, from time 
immemorial.

People of Indian origin have traveled
across the seven seas for centuries  to share
knowledge, expertise and to trade, before
the ultimate downfall of India, which 
happened around 1700s.

Gone are the days when ‘made in India’
was what people desired. Consider this 
Alexander the Great’s  father King Philip’s
grave has many artifacts which came from
India. Indian steel and more speci�ically, the
sword made of this steel boasts of being the
best quality in the world. Muslin was one of
the �inest textiles the world had ever 
seen   a 20yard by 1yard piece could pass
through a �inger ring!  Indian ships were the
best in the world till the period of European
renaissance. So many other goods from
India, that were of high demand for rest of
the world, cannot be listed here and, so
many of those have indeed been forgotten!

When the British colonists came to India,
they saw a great opportunity to exploit the
people. They destroyed ageold indigenous
industries, which were close to man and na
ture, and replaced them by systems depend
ent on machines  which sometimes harmed
both man and nature. 

After the industrial revolution, materials
made in Europe became a hallmark for
quality and innovation. German machine
tools were the best. Then followed  America,
Japan and Korea. Who is next in line? Many
say China. But the big question is  why not
India? What does India lack? 

Can India take a challenge to compete
with Chinese and Western Multinationals
in major sectors including oil & gas, 
manufacturing, technology and healthcare
industries? Yes, India can and will, only if the
right leadership is in place.

India needs visionaries now, to compete
globally in every possible �ield. In science
and technology, Indian minds are shining

everywhere. Indian businesses also are
�lourishing on the global scenario. But,
where is the vision to position Indian made
products globally and compete with 
global players?

Indian consumers are now getting more
used to the global market quality; gone are
the days when few could afford ‘foreign’
goods. It is abundantly available in India,
now. But, what about the status that goods
made in India enjoy? Well – there is a strug
gle between ‘Indian made’ and ‘foreign
made’ goods in India. Will the big Indian
manufacturing houses give up?

As we all know, only too well that the
population in Europe, America, Japan and
many other countries is hitting  an age
bracket,  where they won’t have enough
productive manpower left for the near fu
ture. Only few countries are really ‘young’ in
that sense. And, India is that ‘young’ nation
today, which will supply far more man
power, than it did when it provided software
engineers to the world! A huge exodus of
great talent in all �ields may occur, in order
to meet the manpower demand of the
globe. Even China is getting old!

Yet, India’s internal demands are more
important. India needs entrepreneurship,
skill training and education for opening up
jobs of tomorrow. India can provide the
needed knowledge, creativity, production
and service both to the whole world and for
her own needs.

It will need a visionary approach with a
de�initive mission and true leadership. Rest
will fall in place. India awaits a global leader
and the reawakening as a nation. 

Sri Aurobindo had predicted that by
2025, India will �ind its own glorious 
position in the comity of the nations. But,
can things happen automatically? No. All
people related to India   in India and 
outside will have to join hands and  con
tribute  in order to make it truly, proudly
‘made in India’ again in this century!

Editorial

Made in India
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Beaming Back! 
NRI YOUTH
NRIs and Indians can chart a glorious course. 
Ratnadeep Banerji adjudges this bolstering interaction

The diaspora youth holds the sway to mould the
world perception about India. This global outlook
over India will usher or mar India's fortune in a
big way. Diaspora has now become a catchword
and is quintessential to understand the present
humanities. The Indian diaspora has become quite
a phenomenon with its multitude divested by 
geographical dispersion, historical contexts, 
temporal frames, authorial positions and political
af�iliations charting its own trajectory in more
than 100 countries.

Kapil Sibal, Union Minister of Communication
and IT, speculates that by 2025, India's going to
have the largest young working population in
whole world. It is imperative that the education
system gets a complete overhaul. Kapil Sibal is
emphatic to point out, 'No territorial boundaries
in future can stop us from collaborating. The 
future of hardware will see both the integration of
hardware and software’. The role of NRIs can play
a decisive role to set the ball rolling. We do not
have to whittle down on this charismatic 
clairvoyance. National Knowledge Network is out
to overarch all existing educational institutes. The
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Indian youth diaspora can buttress their
set of system with that of their counter
part NRIs. 

Mahen Utchanah, present Chairman
of GOPIO International suggests, 
'setting up of PIO universities and 
culture centres in all PIO countries by
the Government of India.' Mahen
Utchanah also moots the creation of an
Indian diaspora TV channel along the
lines of French TV 5 that gets broadcast
in France, Belgium, Switzerland and
Canada. BBC and AlJazeera also does
quite the same for their respective com
munities.

NRIs can Broaden Indian outlook
The obsession with caste and creed that
remains amongst Indians gets leaned
out among NRIs. NRI Doctors are
trained with much more humanist and
compassionate approach. Newer vistas
open up in alien strands. Therefore a
student exchange program can ennoble
the Indian system. A work visa to PIOs
and NRIs can open up a congenial 
bolstering of each other. An émigré by
dint of varied interaction with societies
is bound to grow a subtler woldview to
ennoble him a veritable world citizen.
Many of the NRI politicians have pinned
their ability in this respect.

Prof. Ramachandra Achar, a young
professor at Carleton University says,
‘My university has shown keen interest
in engaging with India. It has recently
set up CanadaIndia Center for 
Excellence with emphasis on boosting
collaborations with India in the areas of
Trade, Technology and Policy. Several
delegations from India visited this 
centre the Indian commerce minister
Anand Sharma and expower minister
Hon. Sushil Kumar Shinde. Dr. Abdul
Kalam also delivered an inspiring 
lecture under this centre. A statue of
“Mahatma Gandhi” has also been 
established in the campus, 
disseminating the message of peace and
nonviolence.

Recently, on the invitation of the 
Ministry of Information Technology and
Communications of Government of
India (MCITDIT), Prof Achar visited and

delivered a series of guest lectures 
focused on VLSI Interconnects and 
signal integrity at several premier 
institutes in India, including IISCBanga
lore, IITDelhi, IITBombay, IITKharag
pur, CEERIPilani and BITSPilani.’

Prof Achar says, ‘Though India has a
welldeveloped undergraduate 
education system in select institutes
producing highly talented manpower
pool, when it comes to the graduate
studies and research, there is a lot of
room to catchup to the international
standards. Research and innovation is
critical to develop the intellectual 
property and to sustain the economic
growth. The expertise of professors of
Indian origin who have established 
academic leaderships and pioneered 
research and innovations at various
parts of the world and in several �ields
can be roped in, to develop this sector.’ 

Indian Innovation Growth 
Programme
The India Innovation Growth 
Programme is a joint initiative of the
Department of Science and Technology,
Government of India; Lockheed Martin
Corporation; IndoUS Science and 
Technology forum, Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce and Industry;
Stanford Graduate School of Business
and the IC2 Institute at the University of
Texas. The aim of these programmes is
to accelerate innovative Indian 
technologies into the global markets.

National Skill Development Agency
The World Bank has presaged India to

be one of the few countries in the world
where the working age population will
be far in excess of those dependant on
them for at least another three decades.
This is verily potent for the national
economy if the skills of the population is
overhauled. The government of India
has set national priority over the issue
for the next 10 years.

The Indian diaspora can play an 
important role in stoking innovation
and moulding skills in India. Prof
Prasad Yarlagadda from Queensland
University of Technology in Brisbane
(Australia) exhorts collaboration 
between Australia and Indian higher 
education sector. On similar lines,
Birendra Dutt from PhotonIC Corp 
expresses, ' Innovation is about a
unique idea and perseverance. 
Innovators can attract market share, the
best people in the industry, improve the
economy of the country and help in 
lifting the living standard of the people.

National Skill Development Agency
(NSDA) chairman Subramanian 
Ramadorai maintains  'The Indian 
government has taken a multipronged
approach to address the issue of 
innovation and technology. On the one
hand, an ecosystem has been set up 
involving Sector Skills Council for each
domain. These SSCs are standardizing
the competency framework for all job
roles by creating occupational 
standards. This will eventually 
streamline the technical education
courses in the country.

The National Knowledge Commission
is a highlevel advisory body to the
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Prime Minister of India, with the 
objective of transforming India into a
knowledge society. In its endeavour to
transform the knowledge landscape of
the country, the National Knowledge
Commission has submitted around 300
recommendations on 27 focus areas
during its three and a half year term. 

National Knowledge Network
It is a multigigabit panIndia network
for providing a uni�ied high speed 
network backbone for all knowledge 
related institutions in India. The 
purpose of such a knowledge network
goes to the very core of the country's
quest for building quality institutions
with requisite research facilities and
creating a pool of highly trained profes
sionals. The NKN will enable scientists,
researchers and students from different
backgrounds and diverse geographies to
work closely for advancing human de
velopment in critical and emerging
areas.

NKN has already connected 847 
institutions like research laboratories,
universities, professional institutions
and institutes of higher learning. It 
further aims to connect over 1500 more
of such organisations.

Fostering inclusive development
Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan (NYKS)
and National Service Scheme (NSS) are
conducive platforms for coalescing 
progressive young India.  Both NYKS
and NSS are two youth volunteer 

networks created by the Ministry of
Youth Affairs and Sports of Government
of India. With panIndia presence, these
networks can play a clinching role in
building an inclusive and progressive
India. NYKS has a current strength of
about 8 million nonstudent youth 
volunteers enrolled through about 2.80
lakh youth clubs. NSS has a strength of
about 3.25 million student volunteers.
These networks are promoting social
values and the spirit of  community
service.

The entrepreneurial landscape 
India is fast evolving and being driven
by experience, expertise, technology
and innovation. With an increasing
number of Indian youth choosing entre
preneurship as a career and a number
of NRIs returning home to setup new
businesses, the country can expect to
reap huge dividends through such ven
tures. The network of NRI entrepre
neurs can bene�it from this emerging
landscape by expanding their business
in India or by simply developing part
nerships that can link Indian entrepre
neurs to the supply chain of their
businesses.

Having drawn lessons from their 
experience overseas, young NRI 
entrepreneurs who have returned home
are showing a strong inclination 
towards developing their businesses
under an ' impact investing' model. A
number of young Indians are also
choosing to base their businesses on

such models and yet another set are
building their businesses in rural areas.
There is great opportunity for these 
entrepreneurs to work in partnership
with volunteer networks like NYKS with
presence in entire rural India, thereby
enhancing the 'impact' of their social
ventures.

Under the 'impact investing' model of
operation, a number of these 
organisations are being supported and
partnered by young NRIs from across
the globe. In fact, the NRI youth has
found multiple mediums, platforms and
channels to support social causes in 
the country.

Some NRI youth have decided to
setup or contribute onwards state, 
community or cause speci�ic trust
funds. Many others are choosing to 
provide endowments and grants to 
premier educational institutions 
working towards producing research
and knowledge in areas that are critical
to the country's growth. Yet another set
of NRIs are forming networks that 
encourage young NRIs to return to India
for short term rural postings which 
require them to utilize their experience
and expertise to �ind innovative 
solutions to challenges faced by local
communities. Here again, youth 
volunteer networks like NYKS can play
an important role. Young NRIs can work
with NYKS youth clubs, rendering a 
profound contribution.

According to a recent study 
concluded by the Harvard Law School,
79 percent of US NRIs returning home
are doing so because of the increased
demand for their skills in the country.
Further, 61 percent of those returning
home are doing so as they feel that
there are better opportunities for career
advancement in India. Therefore it is ev
ident that the market is rewarding and
recognizing them for their decision by
providing them with key managerial re
sponsibilities that would leverage upon
their experience to help build new
brands and businesses in India. So,
while only 10 percent of those who de
cided to return home occupied senior
managerial positions, upon returning

Students pose for camera with ministers 
during Twelfth Pravasi Bharatiya Divas
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home 44 percent of re
spondents reported being
employed in senior mana
gerial positions. The NRIs
returning home are not
only looking at the Indian
market for employment
opportunities but are
rather incredulously look
ing at establishing new
businesses in the country.
The study mentioned
above also found that 86
percent of the NRIs living
in USA feel that the best
days of the Indian 
economy still lie ahead and
as a result approximately
53 percent of those 
returning home are doing
so to setup new entrepre
neurial ventures.

The USD 70 billion re
ceived in the form of pri
vate remittances in the 
�inancial year ending 2012
clearly highlights the �inan
cial capacity of NRIs. The
fact that they are choosing
to utilize this capacity to
invest in the economy and
to develop new businesses
is expected to have a far
reaching impact on India's
position in the global mar
ket.

Again, it becomes salient
that a number of these

businesses are being setup
in niche areas which were
earlier categorized as miss
ing markets. Therefore, the
setting up of these ven
tures is expected to have a
far greater multiplier effect
on the economy. The rise of
these NRI owned and man
aged businesses run 
concomitant with the rise
in entrepreneurial fervour
amongst youth in India.
Film tourism is a fecund
area that NRIs can explore.
India offers several such
potent spots for western
�ilmmakers to avail.

In the current global set
up, emigration is a very
natural process, with the
talent being welcomed
where it is possibly being
cherished. Most countries
have minimized the hur
dles on this front. With
communication barriers
being practically removed,
distances between conti
nents don’t seem to be that
long any more.

The writer is a
senior journalist
with varied 
interests, 
reachable at
ratnaub@gmail.com

The Diaspora Services Division of the Ministry of Overseas Indian 
Affairs maintain several schemes for the welfare of Overseas Indians.

1. Scholarship Programme for Diaspora Children   It offers
higher education in India accessible to the children of overseas Indi
ans and promotes India as a centre for higher studies. The scheme is
open to NRIs /PIOs from 40 countries with substantial overseas 
Indian population.

2. Indian Community Welfare Fund  It provides contingency 
expenditure for carrying out welfare activities for Overseas Indian
Citizens who are in distress. Up to June 2012, around 36 crores have
been spent to bene�it over 27,000 overseas Indians in distress.

3. Study India Programme  It was launched in 2012 in Symbiosis
University, Pune, with the participation of nine youths of Indian origin
from four countries like Trinidad & Tobago, Malaysia, Fiji and South
Africa. The focus of the programme is on academic orientation and
research. Cost of boarding, lodging, local transportation and course
fee during the programme is borne by the Government of India.

4. Pravasi Bharatiya Bima Yojana  It is an insurance scheme for
overseas Indian workers having Emigration Check Required (ECR)
passport going to ECR countries.

5. The Swarnapravas Yojana  This new scheme is to be launched in
the 12th Five Year Plan, pegged at Rs 137 crores. It will adhere to the
broad objectives of skill development in India, as envisioned by the
National Skill Development Policy 2009. MOIA has been identi�ied to
train 5 million people by 2022 under this scheme. The key sectors in
clude healthcare, hospitality, construction and maintainence services.

6. Mahatma Gandhi Pravasi Suraksha Yojana  The objective is to
encourage and enable overseas Indian workers having Emigration
Check Required (ECR) passports going to ECR countries to save for
their return and resettlement and save for their pension. They are
also provided life insurance cover against natural death, during the
period of coverage, without any additional payment by them.

7. Overseas Indian Youth Club  This initiative is to engage the dias
pora youth in the age group of 1830 years in countries having sub
stantial Indian diaspora population. It has been launched in Durban
in South Africa, Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia, Port of Spain, Trinidad &
Tobago, Colombo in Sri Lanka, Melbourne in Australia and Singapore.

8. Overseas Citizen of India (OCI) Card Scheme  A registered card
holder is granted multiple entry, multipurpose, lifelong visa for 
visiting India and is exempted from registration with the Foreigners
Regional Registration of�ice for any length of stay in India.

9. Legal and Financial Aid Scheme  is doled out to Indian women 
deserted by their overseas Indian spouses. The scheme provides legal
/ �inancial assistance to the Indian woman who have been deserted
by their overseas Indian / foreigner husbands or are facing divorce
proceedings in a foreign country.

10. Know India Programme  This is a threeweek orientation 
programme for diaspora youth conducted with a view to promote
awareness on different facets of life in India and the progress made by
the country in various �ields. About 35 Indian Diaspora Youth in the
age group of 1826 years are selected for each programme under
which they get full hospitality in India.

Diaspora youth with Minister Vayalar Ravi during KIP
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It was a vibrant Indian diaspora that
was present at the Pravasi Bharatiya
Divas 2014. The theme was  "Engaging
Diaspora: Connecting Across 
Generations" and youth engagement
was the key focus area. It was quite 
apparent that the Youth PBD was all set
to scale new horizons of building a
strong network of young overseas 
Indians  to contribute to India's 
engagement with youth. 

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh 
addressed the inaugural session of the
12th Pravasi Bharatiya Divas, the annual
gathering of NRIs and People 

of Indian Origin (PIOs).
Malaysia's Minister of Natural 

Resources and Environment Y B Datuk
Seri Palanivel was the chief guest.

After the ceremonial lighting of the
lamp, Shri Vayalar Ravi Hon’ble Minister
of Overseas Indian Affairs Government
of India recalled that January 9 marked
the return of Mahatma Gandhi from
South Africa; he had returned to engage
with the government and the people of
his motherland, so that they could 
bene�it. Specifying the objectives of
PBD, he said it is, by far, the largest 
engagement meet for any nonresident

community anywhere in the world.
Apart from conferring awards on 
deserving NRIs, they would discuss key
issues on Indian diaspora and how to
strengthen and integrate engagement
with the India growth story. He saw
NRIs not only keen to be partners in
India’s growing economy, but also very
amenable to engage with the states for
growth. 

The aim of PBD was to sort out 
diasporarelated issues like voting rights
for NRIs, scholarship programs, helping
Indian workers in distress and there were
many more schemes on the anvil.

PM says India is moving 
in the right direction

India’s growth will probably end this year at 5 per cent - the same level as last year, said Prime 
Minister Manmohan Singh as he formally inaugurated the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 2014. Assuring the
NRI community that there is no reason to despair, he was confident that with the 22 million growing

ambassadors in the NRI community, India will continue the growth saga, reports Shree Lahiri

Prime Minister of India lights the lamp during Parvasi Bharatiya Divas 2014
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The youth in the Indian diaspora
were indeed playing important roles in
their own countries – economically, 
culturally, socially and now, would be
encouraged to make an impact on their
original homeland too. 

India growth story  scripted and
played out by the youth
The youth thrust has indeed been 
immense in the country, where they
constitute the largest demographic in
the world. In fact, today, the Indian
growth story was being scripted and
played out by the youth.

Welcoming the younger generation of
NRIs, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
said that after the New Year 
celebrations, it was time to look at 
emotional, spiritual, family ties  that
also encompassed their motherland. 

He assured the large gathering of
nonresident Indians gathered at the 
Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi that the
country's economic situation will 
improve in the coming months. Since
2004 for the next nine years, India 
averaged a healthy growth rate of 7.9
per cent, he pointed out, and that
“there has, no doubt, been a slowdown
in the recent past, and we will probably
end this year at the same level as last
year – with 5 per cent growth." 

Shri Manmohan Singh said a number
of international and domestic factors
have contributed to this situation. 
"Despite these challenges, our economic
fundamentals are strong. Our savings
and investment rates are still over 30
per cent of the GDP and the 
entrepreneurial spirit in India is 
very much alive," he noted. 

Urging Indians abroad to stay 
positive despite questions about the 
future of the Indian economy and 
concerns about social challenges, the
Prime Minister said, "There is a 
perception in some quarters outside
India that the country is losing the 
momentum of the last decade. This is
also ampli�ied by the political 
contestations here in India, which are

inevitably louder in the election 
season.” 

“No reason to despair about our
present or worry about our future”
India is changing, but this is not 
signi�icantly evident. People do not see
the ‘Big Picture’, said the PM. The 
elections will demonstrate to the world
the strength of our democracy. "I want
to assure you that there is no reason to
despair about our present nor worry
about our future," he added. Lamenting
the fact the government could not 
legislate deeper reform measures in the
�inancial and insurance sectors, due to
lack of greater political support, the PM
explained that decisions they made

were already beginning to make an 
impact and India was reemerging as
“an attractive investment destination”. "I
am con�ident you will see the evidence
clearly in the next few months," he 
asserted.

In the education sector, India has
surged ahead. The PM said the number
of central universities in the country
have gone up from 17 to 44 while the
number of IITs and IIMs have doubled.
NRIs have a lot of interest in this sector
as many of them send their children in
India for education.

Describing the infrastructure 
development in the country, he said:
"We have added 17,000 km of highways
and more than 200,000 km of new
roads in rural areas. Our power  
generation capacity is expanding  
rapidly, aided by initiatives in solar,
wind and nuclear energy to give  
ourselves a more sustainable energy 
future."

Shri Manmohan Singh said that
India's economic growth has not only
accelerated but has also become socially
more ‘inclusive’ and regionally more
balanced. "Our poverty levels are 
declining at faster rates; agricultural
growth has accelerated; and real rural
wages have increased three times since
2004," he said.

The challenge is formidable, he
pointed out, but we draw strength from
the energy and optimism of our people
and we are prepared to play out our
roles with the respect that the world 
expects. He was con�ident that with the
22 million growing ambassadors in the
NRI community, India will continue the
growth saga. 

“We are moving in the right 
direction.”
The key priority, is on providing a clean,
open and transparent government.
"Strengthening governance is an 
ongoing process and we can never say
that we have done enough. But I am
con�ident that we are moving in the
right direction," he concluded. 

Prime Minister of India, Manmohan Singh
speaking during PBD 2014
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Stealing a march over other speakers, it
seemed that BJP leader Shri Narendra Modi
chose this mega global NRI meet to deal a
soft blow on an optimistic Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh’s statement that  "we are
set for better times".

"I agree with the Prime Minister. Good
days are ahead for India. I don't want to say
anything more. We should wait for four to
six months. But good days are coming," said
the BJP's prime ministerial candidate, indi
cating that his party would form the next
government at the Centre,  post the 2014
Lok  Sabha polls. 

Better times ahead
Modi's barbs directed at the PM came a day
after the Prime Minister tried to 
remove any doubts that the Indian 
diaspora may have had, on the economy of
the country. Citing that “better times” are
ahead, he was clearly implying that there
was no reason to “despair about India’s
present nor worry about the 
future”.

While addressing the global Indians he
went on to say,  “If Sardar Patel had not
been there, we would have to take Pak visa
to see lions of Gir. So we planned a statue
called ‘Staue of Unity’ and this is going to be
a  tribute to the Iron Man of India; it will be
the world’s tallest statue at 182 meters. We
want that the Run for Unity be organised in
other countries as well,” he added. 

Gujaratis have a large presence in 
industry abroad
One thing he strongly felt that “We should
not weigh NRIs in just dollars and pounds.”
But he felt they could  add to the India
growth story. 

Attempting to woo the NRIs, Modi 
invited them to do something for their na
tive land, including  encouraging 
foreigners to visit India. "Indians, 
especially Gujaratis have a large 
presence in the  industry abroad. If they can
motivate people, staying in their 

hotels to travel to Gujarat, India... Do noth
ing but help to send 10 people to India. It
will be a huge boost to tourism," he said ad
dressing the NRIs at the separate state ses
sion on Gujarat. This idea could effectively
cash in on the Gujaratis settled abroad. 

The Gujarat Chief Minister also urged
them to use social media to keep in touch
with their native towns or cities,  saying it
could be especially “effective in connecting
their next generations to their roots”. Every
body cannot  afford to spend huge amount
of dollars in investing in India. But most
people can spare a few hundred $ to do
something useful in his native village. “You
can use technology to connect with your
native land," he pointed out.

Not missing out on the opportunity
to publicise his leadership, Modi
cited his government's thrust on
building new cities and developing
its 1600 km coastline. Modern so
cieties need "symbols of change”
that can lead to further develop
ment, he detailed.

"For us, urbanisation is an 
opportunity. We are building six
new cities. Walktowork is the
concept. Dholera, 80 km from
Ahmedabad, will be bigger than
Shanghai with all modern facilities,"
he elaborated.

India was also the birthplace of self
governance and democracy 
India has many �irsts to its credit. Amongst
some �irsts, it is pertinent that India was
also the birthplace of self 
governance and democracy, through
its village communities. In fact,
Surajya (good governance)
and Sushashan (good ad
ministration) are terms
that were of prime im
portance in India’s past;
they were concepts ex
tensively explored and
developed in Indian

traditions of leadership. 
“Today, if there is one thing holding back

our nation brimming with 
potential and energy; it is the lack of Sura
jya. This must change,” Modi asserted.
“India’s leadership at all levels must rise to
the challenge elevating their thoughts and
actions to a higher plane of ideals and prin
ciples. Surajya and Sushashan need to be
�irmly placed on the agenda! And this must
not remain merely an academic discussion.
We must translate these principles and
goals into action and results on the ground,
taking the people along,” urged Modi.

The Modi Effect was indeed turned on,
creating ripples among

the ‘pravasi’ Indi
ans gathered

there. 

The Modi Effect
Stealing the thunder at the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas was, without a doubt, the BJP leader and 

Gujarat CM – Shri Narendra Modi. He was a picture of confidence as he asserted, “Today, if there is
one thing holding back our nation brimming with potential and energy; it is the lack of ‘Surajya’. 

This must change.” Mritunjay Kumar reveals how The Modi Effect  was turned on at the event
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India is now perceived as a superpower,
but it has recently been debated,
whether ‘soft’ meant just trade and poli
tics or whether it should include the
culture which India shares with the
world through food, music, technology,
ayurveda, yoga, Bollywood and so on. It
may be difficult to determine India’s 
actual soft power resources, but the fact
is that this has helped India’s global 
status to climb a few notches up. 

Minister of External Affairs Sh.
Salman Khurshid urged overseas 
Indians to become India’s choicest 
ambassadors  to spread and popularize
the country’s values, beliefs, culture and
heritage overseas. Salman Khurshid was
the moderator of the discussion and the
other speakers were : Kapil Sibal, Minis
ter of Communications & Information
Technology and the Minister of Law &
Justice, Ms Chandresh Kumari Katoch,
Minister of Culture, Dr K Chiranjeevi,
Film actor, Producer and Politician and
Lord Karan Bilimoria, Member, House of
Lords, UK. 

Guiding the session on ‘India Soft
Power’ on Day2 of Pravasi Bharatiya
Divas 2014, Sh. Khurshid invited the
delegates to be active in social media 
to enable India to build its brand name
and image.  This would ensure that sig
ni�icant economic deals are concluded
with overseas economies, to bene�it the
country and push its economy on the
upward curve.  

India’s unique contribution to the 
world  soft power
People talk of India becoming a global
power and here is a unique contribution
that it makes to the world – soft power. 

In terms of engagement with the
world, overseas Indians have developed
a partnership with the world; 
everywhere their contribution is very
important, explained Sh Kurshid.

Addressing the session, Sh. Kapil
Sibal, Minister of Communication & 
Information Technology and Law & 
Justice said, the present aspirational
India will begin to inspire the remaining
part of the globe by 2025, as it will have
90 crore people in the working age 
population, throwing an enormous 
challenge for successive governments to

provide infrastructure and growth 
opportunities for the people to realize
their collective potential. They will 
literally knock at government’s doors
for infrastructure and growth 
opportunities. 

Observing that he was sitting with
those who embody India’s soft 
power – the ‘pravasi’, Sh. Sibal said that
by 2020, 60 crore Indians would have
migrated to large cities, embracing 
latest technologies with the best of 
education at their command. This
would create windows for them to 
unleash their potential and make India a
hub to interact and connect with the
rest of the world. From now to 2025, the
young will become ‘Inspirational India’,
he pointed out. 

Overseas Indians can help build 
India’s brand image: Salman Khurshid 

People talk of India becoming a global power and here is a unique contribution that it makes to the
world – soft power. Moderating the session on ‘India Soft Power’ on Day-2 of Pravasi Bharatiya Divas
2014, Minister of External Affairs Sh.Salman Khurshid invited  overseas Indians to be active in social

media, to enable India to build its brand image. Minister of Communication & Information 
Technology and Law & Justice, Sh. Kapil Sibal complimented the diaspora present saying that they

“epitomized India’s soft power” and has done India proud, claims Shree Lahiri

Salman Khurshid
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Diaspora epitomizes India’s 
soft power
He complimented the diaspora present
at the convention, saying that they
“epitomized India’s soft power” and has
done India proud. He hoped that they
would continue to serve India. India can
surely, take advantage and lead the
world in this revolution. The revenue
generated in 2006 through IT &ITEs
was estimated at $40 billion which has
gone up to $100 billion today. Of this,
$75 billion was contributed by export
earnings. This was indicative of the
giant strides made by the Indian econ
omy, he added. 

Minister of Culture, Smt Chandresh
Kumari Katoch, stated that the Indian
diaspora should actively spread its 
civilization, heritage and cultural ethos
in their host countries and organize
promotional events. Here NRIs have
done a tremendous job and have
painted a different picture of India
which is de�initely very strong. US had
emerged as a land of opportunities
where any hardworking person could
succeed, but today that dream has been
shaken. 

Soft power has been gaining ground
in India. She also remarked how India’s
art, culture have made a great mark in
society. Artists like M F Hussein, Raja
Ravi Varma, Amrit Sher Gill are well
known; musicians like Ravi Shankar,
Zubin Mehta are world famous and
younger musicians are coming up. In
science too, with people like Homi Baba,
astronauts like Kalpana Chawla – India
has played an important role. Bolly
wood is very popular all over the world
and has bagged many awards, even the
Oscar. India’s medical systems – our
yoga, ayurveda, naturopathy are famous
and people come to India to cure 
themselves. 

Nothing should prevent India from 
becoming a leading soft power
Dr K Chiranjeevi said, “Our soft power is

the main attraction. The notion that our
soft power has the ability to attract 
people is multifaceted. India offers 
unprecedented opportunities to study
soft power and to allow for interchange
of ideas.” Emphasizing that the role of
media has been crucial, he stated that
the �ilm sector contributes largely to
India’s growing soft power. It is the
largest, furthest reaching medium 
surpassing Hollywood, churning out
1000 movies a year, to reach out to a
global audience, who are familiar with
Indian society. The popularity of Indian
movies worldwide has notched $ 7.6 
billion in 2012, and is growing at 9.4
per cent for the next 5 years. Indian
�ilms are trying to cross boundaries and
most are succeeding – not only to 
attract the diaspora, but to capture the
world imagination. 

Nothing should now prevent India
from moving from strength to strength
to become a leading soft power, he 
outlined. 

Hard power + soft power 
= winning formula
India has so much going for it. Soft
power is so much more effective, if you
also have the advantage of ‘hard’ power,
detailed Lord Karan Bilimoria, Member,
House of Lords, UK. Tracing India’s rich
heritage, he recalled that when the  Na
landa University was closing down,
Cambridge and Oxford were only being
formed! Yet the world did not hear about
Emperor Ashoka, while the Roman em
perors and Greek culture were acclaimed
all over the world. “The diversity, plural
ity, democracy of India is amazing, where
a party can start from nothing and can go
on to win the elections!” he exclaimed and
went on to say, “I could go on about India.”

Building on the foundation of soft
power will only happen if you believe in it.
“There are 25 million people of Indian ori
gin around the world, I see them every
where in Britain. In fact, in future, we may
see an Indian becoming the PM of
Britain!” he concluded. 

Kapil Sibal speaks during the session of India's Soft Power at PBD 2014
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”
THINKING
ALOUD 
@ PBD
2014

Although India has been facing challenges in
maintaining its economic growth close to 8 

percent, the early signs of upheaval have begun
to show in the form of reforms and renewed

con�idence in the India Growth Story. The top
of�icials and bureaucrats talked. Everyone else
listened to what they had to say. Here are some

excerpts from what they shared...

“It is essential that these new 
generations of Indians and 

Pravasis bond together in the same
way their parents and 

forefathers did.” 
– Vayalar Ravi, Minister of 

Overseas Indian Affairs

“India’s rapid urbanisation has led to
palpable urban infrastructure de�icit,
various governmental measures like
suburbanisation is being carried out
to address this. However, we need the
intellectual and entrepreneurial abili

ties of the NRIs and the PIOs on this
and we hope they will participate in

the development of India.” 
– Kamal Nath, Minister of Urban 

Development and Parliamentary Affairs

“The Indian Diaspora should 
understand that India is not just a
country of billion people but also a

billion opportunities and they should
de�initely come and work together

with us.” – Anand Sharma, Minister
of Commerce and Industry

“ “ “
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“Our decisions are already beginning
to make an impact and India is 

reemerging as an attractive 
investment destibation. I am 

con�ident you wills see the evidence
clearly in next �ive years.” 
– Dr Manmohan Singh, 
Prime Minister of India

“You (overseas Indians) are India’s
best ambassadors to spread 

popularise the country’s values, 
beliefs, culture and heritage 

overseas.” – Salman Khurshid, 
Minister for External Affairs

“By 2015, 900 million Indians will be
within the working age limit. Per

haps India will (than) be the wealthi
est country in the world. I hope

Pravasis can provide opportunities.”
– Kapil Sibal, Minister of Communi
cation and Information Technology
and the Minister of Law and Justice

“India may not be as strong as China
militarily or �inancially. But it is 
de�initely a superpower as soft
power.” – Chandresh Kumari 

Katoch, Minister of Culture

“Malaysia is committed t o 
expanding MalaysiaIndia ties in
business and education as well as
other areas deemed bene�icial to

both countries.” 
– Dato Seri G. Palanivel, Federal

Minister for Natural Resources and
Environment, Malaysia

“The NRIs participation in the capital
market in India needs to increase
and it could be done by initiating 
reforms in �inance and taxation 

regulations. FICCI as an organisation
is committed to pursue this.” 

– Siddharth Birla, President, FICCI

“ “ “
“ “ “
“ “ “

“Emigrate Project will transform the
emigration into simple, transparent,
orderly and humane process. It will
result in signi�icant improvement in
the quality of services to emigrant

workers since it will simplify 
different processes in the emigration

cycle and improve effectiveness.” –
Prem Narain , Secretary, Minister of

Overseas Indian Affairs

“Movies, cricket, cuisine, dance, 
culture and tourism have ability to
attract more people. We have soft

power in abundance.” 
– Dr K Chiranjeevi, Film Actor, 

Producer and Politician

“India has Zubin Mehta, �ilms, diver
sity and plurality... There are 600 
Indian Foreign Service of�icials. In
Britain we have more than 10,000
Indian restaurants. 20 percent of

Harvard Business School faculty is
Indian. Hopefully we will see an 

Indian becoming Prime Minister in
Britain.” – Lord Karan Billimoria
CBE DL, Member, Hose of Lords, UK
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India is on track to be an economic 
superpower. And the leadership at the
helm is all set to  drive the country to the
next phase. Indeed, India has a bright,
rosy future – this was the picture that was
painted for the NRI community at the
Bharatiya Prabasi Divas.

“India is one of the fastest growing
economies of the world and has done
fairly well despite media’s version that
India’s not performing,” said Shri Sam
Pitroda, Advisor to late PM Rajiv Gandhi
on Public Information, Infrastructure &
Innovation, as he moderated Session 1 at
the Plenary Hall.  The subject of 
discussion was  – ‘India’s Growth and De
velopment Agenda’.   Having had the op
portunity of working with the late PM
Rajiv Gandhi, he stressed the fact that the
country’s emphasis had been on 
education, technology, development and
‘inclusive growth’.  In 30 years the
strength of Indian population has touched
an incredible 900 million.  

India has achieved a great deal 
The country has achieved a great deal,
meeting the challenge to redesign its
strategy. India has tried to expedite the
process of creating jobs, poverty has 
decreased, efforts emphasized working

An upbeat India  -  scaling a 
high-octane growth curve, on
route to becoming an economic 
superpower, with a leadership
that’s driving the country to the
next phase. It was a bright, rosy 
picture that was painted for the
NRI community at the Bharatiya
Prabasi Divas when the 
discussion centered around –
‘India’s Growth and Development
Agenda’, informs Shree Lahiri

“I’m very bullish on 
India”: Sam Pitroda
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towards excellence in education, 
building new infrastructure and so on. 
A major achievement was to eradicate
polio, which was in itself a huge chal
lenge. 

Then the introduction of right to in
formation, right to education and focus
on knowledge infrastructure  led to
putting the spotlight on knowledge and
knowledge services. Today almost 20%
of the youth go to colleges, and there
are networked universities, libraries,
R&D labs.  The focus was on innovation
– the role technology can play in provid
ing new solutions and encouraging 
entrepreneurship. But, we need further
reforms and regulations, noted 
Shri Sam Pitroda to put the country on 
a fast track. 

Encourage entrepreneurs, create new
jobs, eradicate hunger and  corruption –
this what is the need of the  for the
country. RTI should bring transparency
in improving governance. Growth had
been phenomenal  to grow at 8% in
terms of IT, biotech, materials, 
renewable energy and young talent, 
he recalled. 

“But we need more initiatives.  I’m
very bullish on India mainly because we
have achieved a lot in the last decade,”
elaborated Pitroda. 

Largest, healthiest, vibrant 
demography in the world 
“NRIs and POIs are a great source of
pride to India and their engagement
with country of origin should be 
encouraged,” said the Union Minister 
for Urban Development & 
Parliamentary Affairs, Shri Kamal Nath.  

India is going through a 
transformation and the country boasts
of the largest, healthiest, vibrant 
demography. This is home for the
largest aspirational society in the world.
Plus India is in the neighbourhood of
Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, China – the
challenges around us are profound. 

In growing India, complexities

abound. “We talk of growth, but the
challenge is ‘inclusive growth’  to touch
all sections of society, all parts of the
country. Without inclusive growth, will
India go forward?” questioned  Shri
Kamal Nath.  

India to transform from Mother India 
to Ms India 
Today rural India is when the action is.
We talk of ‘disposable income’, and this
disposable income is driving India’s
growth. If you have say, Rs 50,000 at
your disposal  in rural India, this
amount will fetch many more things!
And around 900 billion phones are in
the hands of that aspirational India;
today, nearly 74% of India’s population,
over 880 million, own mobile phones. 

In India it is not ‘fantasy �inance’, but
very Indiaspeci�ic in terms of gover
nance and management. In future, India
has to adapt to a New India and political
parties have to adapt to this New India.
It has to “transform from Mother India
to Ms India”. Five years later you will see
more changes in governance, as  far as
reforms go, he cautioned. The vibrant
democracy makes it viable for a New
India. The challenge of urbanization –
today 400 million live in urban areas

and in 5 years it will be 600 million.
Phase 4 Metro will be larger than the
London Metro. NRIs have exhibited 
superior intellectual and entrepreneur
ial ability to the world. Hope you 
participate in India’s growth, he said
laying down the carpet for the NRI 
community. 

NRIs emotionally connected to their 
cultural roots in India
The Union Minister for Commerce & 
Industry, Shri Anand Sharma pointed
out that NRIs are emotionally connected
to their cultural roots in India. But 
certain questions arise. What is India’s
agenda? Is India on the right course?
Does India have the resilience to 
overcome these challenges? 

As the Indian story evolved, NRIs got
involved with the world. Economic
growth remains intrinsic to 
development, and India needs to sustain
growth and overcome challenges.  “We
have been able to create an ecosystem
regime. India remains an attractive 
destination for foreign investors,” he
noted. During 2009 and 2013 – $ 176
billion investment has come in, despite
the downturn and depressed global
economy. But India is changing, 
adapting, listening to the industry, 
investors. Usually in adversity, positives
are overlooked – this happens in 
India too. 

Why are achievements of this country
not highlighted? Why are there 
references to policy paralysis? It’s 
imperative to take action now – create
opportunities.  It’s time for making
India a manufacturing hub, a slot that
was held earlier by Japan and China.
“Now it’s India’s turn. We are not happy
with 5% growth, we have to go back to
high growth. NRIs are the stakeholders
in this growth and we have to empower
them,” he explained. India’s projected
workforce by 2040 will be 1.1 billion
(today we have 500 million). And he
justi�ied the government‘s stance saying

Encourage entrepreneurs,
create new jobs, eradicate

hunger and corruption – this
what is the need of the for

the country. RTI should
bring transparency in 

improving governance.
Growth had been 

phenomenal - to grow at 8%
in terms of IT, biotech, 

materials, renewable energy
and young talent, 

says Pitroda
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justi�ied the government‘s stance say
ing they have put the mechanism plan
into action.  “We have put policies, sys
tems in place; we have the governance
of political leadership who are commit
ted to show the hopes and dreams of a
young generation,” he said.

Shri Sidharth Birla, President , FICCI
also agreed that growth is essential for
economic wellbeing. He felt that India
has delivered as a pro�itable destination
and India’s demographic certainly has
the edge over other countries. FICCI has
recently announced the economic
agenda that 10 to 12 million people will
enter the workforce every year. “We can
see the need for the participation of
NRIs in capital markets. PBD is an 
excellent platform to look forward to
fruitful deliberations,” he 
acknowledged.

Celebrate India’s growth
The achievements of this country has

been transformational. Echoing the 
sentiment that India is on a buoyant
mode, Vasu Chanchlani who owns an IT
company in Canada – Sigma Systems,
which is into software development for
telecom and cable communications had
this to say: India has done well in the
service sector. In software, if you do not
have an India strategy, you cannot 
compete, especially in the IT industry. 

To many of us such an event would
have been unthinkable, was the point
made by Dr. G. Mohan Gopal, Director,
Rajiv Gandhi Institute for Contempo
rary Studies. India is not the only coun
try with a great infrastructure. It had
set the impossible task of overthrowing
the rulers by nonviolence, and
achieved it,  which is recognised as a
unique political movement. This
brought in people’s mass democracy, a
concept which was unknown to world.
Referring to Mahatma Gandhi’s state
ment “How do we wipe the tears from

every eye,” he added, “We want ‘swaraj’
the right to control our own destiny, for
then only can we wipe the tears from
every eye.” He referred to his home
state Kerala, which has achieved the
dream of doing this. Gandhi and Jawa
harlal Nehru established great vision
for this country, to give equal opportu
nity and voice to every Indian, regard
less of anything else. Just as Abraham
Lincoln fought for the equality of the
slaves, and realized that America can
not exist half slave, Gandhiji believed
that India cannot exist half poor and
half rich. 

2014 marks a remarkable 
anniversary, completing a stable 
government for 10 years. Political 
stability has pushed the India growth
story, and it’s time to celebrate India’s
growth, development, democracy above
all  a diaspora that has prospered and
has been the guardians of our values in
foreign shores, he concluded. 
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The Gulf has been in the vortex of NRI
conclaves including PBD 2013 at Kochi.
Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 2014 in New
Delhi saw the cardinals  E. Ahamed,
Minister of State for External Affairs,
Oomen Chandy, the Chief Minister of
Kerala and the Minister of Overseas 
Indian Affairs, Vayalar Ravi remain 
engrossed in a passionate discussion
with the Gulf NRIs in the audience.

E. Ahamed made his starting 
observation, 'During the last few
decades, the countries in the Gulf have
grown economically. We have been 
partners in the economic progress of
the Gulf. Today, we have strategic 
partnership with most of the countries
in the region covering economic, 
security, defence, energy and a host of
diverse areas. Over the years, we 
developed a deeper engagement with
these countries to such an extent that
any development in the region have its
impact felt in the country.' Despite the

fact that Indians are the favoured 
expatriate community in the Gulf 
region, there are several issues raising
the hackles of the Indian community.

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has
posed some major challenges for the 
Indian community. A streamlined Saudi
labour market would prove conducive
to the interests of the Indians employed
in Saudi Arabia. The way the Indian 
Mission in Riyadh handled the Nitaqat
related developments in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia keeping in view the
broader picture of our excellent 
bilateral relations and strategic 
partnership with that country needs to
be appreciated. A seven month grace
period was accorded. More than 1.4 
million Indians in Saudi Arabia availed
this concession and corrected their 
status. More than 140,000 overstaying
Indians returned to India without facing
any penal action and without facing any
ban on their return from the Kingdom'.

There were two million Indians
spread across the thirteen provinces of
Saudi Arabia, the size of which is almost
twothird that of India. Generating
awareness among the Indians scattered
far and wide was a daunting task. 
Inresponse to the call made by Indian
Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, 600 
non remunerative volunteers 
registered with the Embassy. These 
volunteers and their spouses served as
channels of communication between
the Indian Embassy and the Indians in
Saudi Arabia. The Embassy also used
the services of ten Indian community
schools in Saudi Arabia in major cities.

The issue of Emigration Check 
Required needs to be seriously 
addressed. The problems and issues of
the workers begin even before they 
embark on their journeys from India to
the Gulf. The lucre for brighter future
drives them to take loans and incur
debt. The unscrupulous middlemen
need to be addressed. Neither the
worker nor the employer should be
under a false impression.

Vayalar Ravi, the Minister of Indian
Overseas Affairs expressed that the
workers form the most vulnerable 
section exposed to the ruthlessness of
agents. The Minister blatantly said,
'They take money, send people with a
promise and when people reach there,
nothing is available to them. So, I began
by checking the agents. This is the �irst
issue with which I had to deal. So I 
invoked the law and we began arresting
and prosecuting the agents. This was
the only way to reduce the fraud. If
someone gets in touch with me with a
complaint, I send it to the Indian 
Ambassador and seek the reasons 
behind it.'

A very clear and closelymonitored

The Gulf Experience
Ratnadeep Banerji reels off the deliberations on the 

Gulf issues during Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 2014

The Minister of State for External Affairs, Shri E. Ahamed addressing at the Concurrent
Session – Issues of NRI’s in the Gulf, at the 12th Pravasi Bharatiya Divas ‘Engaging 

Diaspora Connecting Across Generation’, in New Delhi on January 09, 2014.
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regulatory system of recruitment of 
Indian workers in India, especially from
the ECR category is imminent. A proper
employment contract, duly attested by
Indian Embassy should be a prerequi
site for recruiting or engaging the 
services of any Indian worker to a Gulf
country. There needs to be more trans
parency in the recruitment process.
There is one conspicuous change in the
present demand of skilled people com
pared to the past when unskilled labour
was making a beeline.

Minister of State of External Affairs,
E. Ahamed assured, 'We already have 
bilateral labour agreements with some
of the Gulf countries. Recently we
signed an agreement on labour 
cooperation on the recruitment of 
domestic workers in Saudi Arabia. This
would facilitate for a comprehensive
labour agreement with the Kingdom in
the near future. We are also trying to
ensure that the Joint Working Groups
on labour with the Gulf countries meet
regularly to take stock of the pending

matters.' The foremost issue is to 
engage more closely with the concerned
authorities in the Gulf. There is a dire
need to generate awareness among our
people in India on the rules and 
regulations of these countries.

The airfare charged by Indian 
Airlines remains a sore issue with the
Gulf expats. Despite years of pleading
the inordinate fare has not been 
compromised with.

The issue of Indians languishing in
the jails of the Gulf is not handled 
properly. The folks and kins in India
and the Gulf remain disgruntled with
the authorities. Even the Indian minis
ters expressed their surprise over not 
knowing the sinister situation. The 
Indian ambassador to Bahrain endorsed
the gravity of the situation and the 
callousness faced by the Indian 
prisoners. He admitted, ' When Indian
prisoners come out of the jails of Bahrain,
they are not sent back to India, instead
they are kept in detention until the spon
sor who brought him in Bahrain gives

consent over his deportation. Sometimes
the sponsor doesn’t rely even. Often there
is some pending money payable on the
part of the unable prisoners making his
release further protracted.'

Some delegates from UAE expressed
their hidden fears that a mass hunting of 
illegal immigration was going on. And this
shall �inally see the same fate as Nitaqat
took place in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

About women going to work in the
Middle East, Minister Ravi said, 'Now they
are checked at the airports. Now there are
rules and regulations for this. Number
one, a woman cannot go alone. Number
two, she should go either with husband or
brother. Then we have made rules as to
where she is going. We check whether she
is working in a profession or a housemaid.
It is not easy to go if she is a housemaid.'

Emigration unfolds a vivi�ied storyboard
of transmigration of human race, livelihood
adaptations and of course how pecuniary
prowess rules the roost. Reading the 
account of the manumit world, is a 
different perspective.

A glimpse of the Gulf session at PBD 2014
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It was a winwin scenario that one 
witnessed at the Bharatiya Pravasi
Divas on 9 January 2014, as President
Pranab Mukherjee  addressed the 
closing session of the 12th Pravasi
Bharatiya Divas 2014 Convention. He
also conferred the Pravasi Bharatiya
Samman awards on thirteen NRIs, PIOs
 for their outstanding and illustrious
contribution both to the country of their
residence as well as to India in different
spheres. 

What was displayed was clearly a
winning streak where all the 
participants bene�ited – personalities
who had distinguished themselves in
their chosen �ields, their adopted 
countries, which got re�lected in their
country of origin. 

Overseas Indians could play an 
important role in the growth & 
development of India
Addressing the gathering, the President
reiterated that overseas Indians could
play an important role in the growth
and development of India. He said that
the collective experience, expertise and
knowledge gained could build an 
immense advantage for India.

Education was an important area,
which could be improved. "Overseas 
Indians could play an extremely 
important role in helping the education
institutions of India, most of which are
their Alma Maters, which would be 
elevated to worldclass status. They
could be catalysts in transforming 
Indian higher education institutions and
instilling in them a culture of excellence

as well as the spirit of innovation," he
added.

He called upon all stakeholders to
take up this task, in all seriousness, 
singlemindedly. 

The President expressed the hope
that the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 2014
will spurn many initiatives for 
intensifying mutually bene�icial 
engagement. The government, on its
part, will continue to actively engage
with the overseas Indian community
and explore all possible avenues to

make them valued partners in the 
construction of a powerful, prosperous
India.

Pravasi Bharatiya Samman award
(PBSA)
The Pravasi Bharatiya Samman award
(PBSA) is the highest honour conferred
on overseas Indians.

PBSA is conferred by the President of
India as a part of the Pravasi Bharatiya
Divas (PBD) Conventions organized 
annually since 2003 on a NonResident
Indian (NRI), Person of Indian Origin
(PIO)  or an organization or institution
established and run by the 
NonResident Indians or Persons of 
Indian Origin, who have made 
signi�icant contribution in any one of
the following �ields:

(a) Better understanding of India
abroad; 
(b) Support to India’s causes and 
concerns in a tangible way;
(c) Building closer links between India,
the overseas Indian community and
their country of residence;
(d) Social and humanitarian causes in
India or abroad; 
(e) Welfare of the local Indian 
community; 
(f) Philanthropic and charitable work;
(g) Eminence in one’s �ield or 
outstanding work, which has enhanced
India’s prestige in the country  of 
residence; or
(h) Eminence in skills which has 
enhanced India’s prestige in that coun
try (for nonprofessional workers). 

The President Pranab Mukherjee addressed the closing session of the 
Bharatiya Pravasi Divas that connects India with its vast Indian diaspora, converging 

their skills, knowledge and expertise. He also conferred the Pravasi Bharatiya Samman 
on deserving NRIs and PIOs, who had made significant contribution, bringing honour to 

their country of origin. Guiding us through the entire ceremony is Rohit Kumar

Pranab Mukherjee confers 
Pravasi Bharatiya Samman awards

President Pranab Mukherjee at 
Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 2014
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Ms Senator Lisa Maria Singh is the �irst member of the Australian 
Parliament of South Asian descent. Since entering politics, she has held 
various Ministerial portfolios.  She is currently a Senator for Tasmania. She
has been an advocate of culturally and linguistically diverse communities
particularly the Indian and Fijian communities, in Australia and has pro
moted government policies, taking into account their needs.She has sup
ported an expanded Australian overseas aid program, including projects in
India, and worked with Indian NGOs on issues of health and 
workers’ rights. 
Ms Senator Lisa Singh is recognised for her outstanding 
contributions in public service and for fostering friendly relations between
India and Australia.

Mr Kurian Verghese is a leading overseas Indian businessman in Bahrain.
He owns a large number of companies in different sectors such as 
construction, hospitality, healthcare, education etc in Gulf countries as well
as in India. He has donated crores of rupees to various charities in Bahrain
and India, including to homeless persons to build their own houses and for
conducting marriages. He is the Director of INKEL (Infrastructure Kerala
Ltd.) where he is the main shareholder.
Mr Verghese is honoured for his contribution in the �ield of business for 
enhancing India’s image and for promoting better understanding of India
abroad.

Mr Vasdev Chanchlani is an entrepreneur and philanthropist based in
Canada. His initiatives revolve around education, research and persuasive
public policy formulation and discourse. He has been at the forefront of 
advocacy for Canada’s Indiacentric policy changes.

President Pranab Mukherjee conferred the Pravasi Bharatiya Samman awards to 13 recipients. 
Here NGI pro�iles all the 13 awardees...

All the Pravasi Samman recepients with the president of India



The Ramakrishna Mission has been serving the community in Fiji since
1937 and engaging in educational and charitable activities. The institution’s
relief and rehabilitation work during natural disasters is well recognised.
The work of the mission has contributed to promoting human values and 
harmony, peace and nonviolence.
The Ramakrishna Mission of Fiji is now honoured for their commitment to 
its community service and philanthropic activities and enhancing India’s 
prestige abroad.

Mr Bikas Chandra Sanyal is a renowned educationist in France. He has an
outstanding record of contribution internationally, in the �ield of higher 
education and culture. He has served the cause in different institutions in
USA, UK and UNESCO. He has worked/conducted research and served in an
advisory capacity on problems of higher education management in 77 
countries of the world.Mr Sanyal is honoured for his contributions in the 
�ield of education and culture and enhancing India’s image.

Mr Satnarainsing Rabin Baldewsingh is a grandson of an Indian worker
in the former Dutch colony of Suriname. He is active in Dutch policies. He has
successfully promoted multiculturism and multiethnicity in The Hague and
made signi�icant contribution to promoting better understanding of India in
The Netherlands. He has been Deputy Mayor of The Hague since 2008. He has
also written a novel in the Hindustani Surinamese language.
Mr Satnarainsing Rabin Baldewsingh is recognised for his contributions in
the �ield of public service and developing closer ties between India and 
South Africa.

Mr Sasindran Muthuvel is the �irst Member of Parliament of Indian origin
in Papua New Guinea. His political vision is to ensure that wealth is 
distributed equally and everyone in his province has access to safe and
healthy drinking water, free and fair education and to empower rural 
population with skills  thus creating employment opportunities for all. He
started a reputed trading company M/s Hemamas Trading Ltd in 2000.
Mr Muthuvel is honoured for his contributions in the �ield of public service.

Mr Shihabudeen Vava Kunju has been contributing to the welfare of the 
Indian community in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for the past several years.
His valuable and sel�less work in resolving labour disputes, arranging shelter
for the sick and disabled, repatriation of destitute Indian nationals and 
handling death cases have been recognized, appreciated and awarded by
several organisations in India and abroad.
Mr Shihabudeen Vava Kunju is honoured for his contributions in the �ield of
community service and promoting ties between India and the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia.
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Ms Ela Gandhi is a granddaughter of Mahatma Gandhi. She has been very
active in public life in South Africa. She was a Member of Parliament of South
Africa from 19942004 and was involved in important parliamentary 
assignments. She chairs many trusts and committees which serve various
public causes. She has contributed signi�icantly to the cause of freedom in
South Africa and was placed under house arrest in 1943 for �ive years. She
has published two books on Gandhiji.
Ms Ela Gandhi is honoured for her contributions in the �ield of public service,
enhancing India’s image and promoting ties between India and South Africa.

Dr Shamsheer Vayalil Parambath has created a successful business empire
while being equally concerned about community welfare and social 
responsibility. He started an integrated healthcare group with operations in
the United Arab Emirates, Oman and India. He has been actively involved
with humanitarian and social projects which have bene�itted the 
communities across Middle East, India and North Africa. Dr Parambath is
recognised for his contributions in the �ield of healthcare business and in 
promoting better understanding of India in the UAE.

Mr Shailesh Lakhman Vara is originally a solicitor of the Supreme Court of
England and Wales. He was �irst elected to British Parliament in 2010 and
became �irst Indian origin Govt. Minister for the Conservative Party. He has
advised former, as well as current Prime Ministers in the United Kingdom
and also leaders of the Conservative Party.
Mr Vara is honoured for his eminence in the �ield of public service and in 
promoting ties between India and the people of UK.

Mr Parthasarathy Chiramel Pillai has 34 years of teaching and scienti�ic
research experience in both academia and Government, with over 75 
research papers and abstracts to his credit. He played a key role in the 
mainstream politicaleducational activity in the United States of America. 
   He has advanced the IndoUS relations through all his undertakings/
engagements including lobbying with the House of Representatives and 
Senators.Mr Parthasarathy Chiramel Pillai is recognised for his 
contributions in the �ield of science and for fostering closer relations 
   between India and USA.

Ms Renu Khator has achieved several milestones as a leading �igure among
overseas Indians in the United States of America. She became one of the �irst
Persons of Indian Origin to head a higher education system and a research
university in America. She has promoted India’s interests and also IndoUS
friendship and cooperation activities. As a leader in higher education, she has
contributed to the welfare of thousands of Indian students studying in US and
has also enhanced India’s prestige. She is a member of the Prime Minister’s
Global Advisory Council for Overseas Indians.Ms Renu Khator is honoured 
for her contributions in the �ield of education and for enhancing India’s 
prestige abroad.
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THE ROAD AHEAD
Snapshots of an exhibition where participants included state, governments, corporates, 

financial institutions, media and NGOs to woo NRIs at Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 2014.
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At the backdrop of the ongoing 12th
Pravasi Bharatiya Divas, the Honorable
Prime Minister of India Dr. Manmohan
Singh, unveiled Overseas Indian 
Facilitation Centre’s publication – 
‘Incredible opportunities back home’
today at the Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi.
The Overseas Indian Facilitation Centre
(OIFC), a publicprivatepartnership 
between the Government of India
through Ministry of Overseas Indian 
Affairs (MOIA) and Confederation of 
Indian Industry (CII) has published this
handbook with Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu India as its Knowledge 
Partner. 

The publication, ‘‘Incredible opportu
nities back home’ gives an insight on
several aspects that would interest the
NRI/ PIO population. It has the follow
ing sections, each with a speci�ic focus:

Part 1 of the publication looks at the
current prevailing global economic 
scenario and contextualizes the foreign
investment trends in India within the
larger backdrop. 

Part 2 is an overview of the Govern
ment’s liberalization policy which could
potentially bene�it the NRIs/ PIOs. It
also provides a broad snapshot of the

State level policies that could be of 
interest to NRI population, including a
summary of the key economic 
indicators of speci�ied States. This 
section also offers insights based on a
survey which was facilitated by OIFC. 

Part 3 provides detailed information
about investment opportunities for the
NRI/ PIO base at multiple levels. In this
section, areas such as developing 
sectors, Foreign Exchange Regulations,
Government initiatives and available tax
incentives are discussed. The publica
tion also provides speci�ic inputs on the
cost of doing business across states. 

Prime Minister unveils OIFC’s publication
– ‘Incredible opportunities back home’

Launched at the 12th Pravasi Bharatiya Divas being held in New Delhi
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(Left to right) Hon’ble Minister for Overseas Indian Affairs, Shri Vayalar Ravi; the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India Dr.
Manmohan Singh, Malaysian Minister of Natural Resources and Environment (Chief Guest) Mr. Datuk Seri G. Palanivel,
Secretary, Minister for Overseas Indian Affairs, Government of India and Chairman Overseas Indian Facilitation Centre

(OIFC), Shri Prem Narain, at the unveiling of OIFC’s annual publication “Incredible opportunities back home” in New
Delhi today. The book has been published by OIFC with Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu India as its Knowledge Partner



Part 4 focuses on the aspect of inward
remittances, which contribute close to
4% of the Indian GDP. /This section
brings about the various modes of 
inward remittances and elaborates on
timelines for such remittances, along
with related cost implications thereon
and available repatriation options.

On successful publishing of this
handbook, Sujata Sudarshan, CEO, 
Overseas Indian Facilitation Centre,
said, “This book will provide access to
credible information, essential for
meaningful engagement. The Indian 
diaspora across generations’ looks at
economic, intellectual and emotional
connect with Indians.” 

About OIFC Market Place
The OIFC Market Place is a premier
businessnetworking forum for the
Pravasi Bharatiya Divas (PBD) 
delegates. The OIFC Market Place,
being organized for the 8th consecu

tive year, is set to create exclusive op
portunities for the Overseas Indian
community who wish to develop their
economic linkages with India. The
OIFC Market Place is being held from
January 7th to 9th, 2014 in New Delhi.

In the past, these meetings have
proved to be extremely beneficial for
the delegates comprising of NRIs (Non
Resident Indian) and PIO (Person of
Indian Origin) and have helped match
buyers and suppliers. These meetings
are being arranged through a pre
event online scheduling facilitated by
OIFC. 

The previous year saw an impres
sive footfall of more th  an 1200 visitors
and over 500 business interactions
and meetings between the PBD dele
gates; PBD delegates and the OIFC
Partners; and, OIFC Partners.

About Overseas Indian Facilitation 
Centre
Established in 2007 with the objective
of helping the Indian Diaspora connect
better with India and assist them in
deepening their economic and intellec
tual engagement with India, the 
Government of India through its 
Ministry of Overseas Indian affairs set
up Overseas Indian Facilitation Center
(OIFC) a Public Private Partnership in
association with Confederation of 
Indian Industry (CII), India’s apex
chamber of industry.

OIFC has been uniquely constituted
and positioned to serve as a single
point contact for facilitation – whether
in areas of information, economic 
engagement, knowledge partnering,
mentoring or build any other associa
tion with Indian states that helps the 
Indian diaspora, professionals and
small/ midsized entrepreneurs build
strong inter linkages with India, thus 
effectively enabling them to build upon
or expand their engagement with
India. 

Established in 2007 with the 
objective of helping the Indian Dias
pora connect better with India and as
sist them in deepening their economic

and intellectual engagement with
India, the Government of India through
its Ministry of Overseas Indian affairs
set up Overseas Indian Facilitation
Center (OIFC) a Public Private Partner
ship in association with Confederation
of Indian Industry (CII), India’s apex
chamber of industry.

OIFC has been uniquely constituted
and positioned to serve as a single
point contact for facilitation – whether
in areas of information, economic 
engagement, knowledge partnering,
mentoring or build any other 
association with Indian states that
helps the Indian diaspora, profession
als and small/ midsized entrepre
neurs build strong inter linkages with
India, thus effectively enabling them to
build upon or expand their engage
ment with India. 

OIFC enjoys the due credibility of
serving Indians globally extended
under the umbrella of the Government,
the Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs’
(MOIA), the Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII), coupled with the sup
port of a network of ‘Knowledge Part
ners’, Indian states, Indian missions
and Indian diaspora associations. 

OIFC is governed by a Council of
senior policy makers from the Govern
ment, along with prominent Overseas
Indians and Industry leaders.

For more information, 
please visit 
www.oifc.in

Media Contacts
Ms. Debasmita Roy Chakraborty
Overseas Indian Facilitation Centre
Tel: +91 9711178637  
Email: debasmita.chakraborty@cii.in
Ms. Shankhadipa Talukdar 
Ms. Gunjan Batra
Genesis BursonMarsteller 

Mobile: +91 9999956546
+919711311667

Email: shankhadipa.talukdar@bm.com
gunjan.batra@bm.com
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“Its four cardinal points are non-duality of the Godhead, divinity
of the soul, oneness of existence, and harmony of religions. 
Religion, in the light of Vedanta, is the manifestation of the di-
vinity already in man.  This spiritual harmony is to be realized by
deepening our spiritual consciousness. The message was timely
and powerful.” -  Swami Adiswarananda
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Vivekananda and Science
The progress of material science 
especially in the �ield of communication,
energy and health are at a pace that
never happened before. While it is
human nature to explore and discover
nature’s secrets, nature has no say on
how the knowledge is used. We are 
capable of developing technology most
of which are for the good of mankind,
but not all. Some especially in the �ield
of weaponry, genetics and usage of 
various forms of energy and chemicals
potentially threaten not only the health
but also the very existence of our 
civilization.

Our usage of technology and living
within the constructs of technology
challenges our physical and mental
health every moment. There comes the
need for a higher level of mental and
physical abilities, balance, a renewed
morality and a more encompassing 
ethical as well as justice system in this
changed world. We must rapidly be able
to change and cope with the change in
knowledge of nature, universe and its
application – minds and hearts must
catch up to the power of brain, else we
may face more trouble and crisis in 
history.

That’s why years after Swamiji’s 
departure from the world scene 

Einstein summed up Swamiji’s warning
‘"Science without religion is lame, 
religion without science is blind.’

Here, by ‘religion’ he suggested the
true spirituality and not just any dogma
is necessary in order to guide human
morals and the conscience of leaders
and citizens.

Vivekananda, being a monk was
equally knowledgeable of the science of
his time. He wanted his countrymen to
go back to their scienti�ic innovation
tradition. He was friends with top 
scientists of the world like Tesla and
others. He was equally popular in 
science as well and religions sections of
the world parliament of the Columbian
expositions.

Nikola Tesla, one of the greatest 
scientists of that era who specialized in
the �ield of electricity, was much 
impressed to hear from the Swami his
explanation of the Samkhya cosmogony
and the theory of cycles given by the
Hindus. He was particularly struck by
the resemblance between the Samkhya
theory of matter and energy and that of
modern physics. later Swamiji wrote:

“Mr. Tesla was charmed to hear
about the Vedantic Prana and Akasha
and the Kalpas, which according to him
are the only theories modern science
can entertain... Mr Tesla thinks he can

demonstrate that mathematically that
force and matter are reducible to 
potential energy. I am to go see him next
week to get this mathematical 
demonstration.

“Swamiji was hopeful that Tesla
would be able to show that what we call
matter is simply potential energy 
because that would reconcile the 
teachings of the Vedas with modern 
science.

The Swami realized that "In that case,
the Vedantic cosmology [would] be
placed on the surest of foundations".

Tesla understood the Sanskrit 
terminology and philosophy and found
that it was a good means to describe the
physical mechanisms of the universe as
seen through his eyes. It would behoove
those who would attempt to understand
the science behind the inventions of
Nikola Tesla to study Sanskrit and Vedic
philosophy.

Tesla apparently failed to show the
identity of energy and matter. The
mathematical proof of the principle did
come until about ten years later when Al
bert Einstein published his paper on rela
tivity. What had been known in the East
for long time was then known to the West.

The meeting with Swamiji greatly
stimulated Nikola Tesla's interest in East
ern Science.

“ Fear is death, fear is sin, fear is hell, fear is unrighteousness. All the 
negative thoughts and ideas that are in this world have proceeded from this
evil spirit of fear.” - Swami Vivekananda

Swami Vivekananda and the world� 8
“They alone live who live for others, the rest are more dead than alive.”

By Kanchan Banerjee
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Swamiji later remarked during a 
lecture in India, "I myself have been told
by some of the best scienti�ic minds of
the day, how wonderfully rational the
conclusions of the Vedanta are. I know
of one of them personally, who scarcely
has time to eat his meal, or go out of his
laboratory, but who would stand by the
hour to attend my lectures on the
Vedanta; for, as he expresses it, they are
so scienti�ic, they so exactly harmonize
with the aspirations of the age and with
the conclusions to which modern 
science is coming at the present time".

Dobson Telescope famed John 
Dobson, a Former Ramakrishna order
monk,  wrote:

“There were some physicists in
India, long ago, who built their physics
into their language and left it there for
all to see. And they said that the whole
Universe is made of energy, and that
even if we divide it up into mass and en
ergy, as we all usually do, it’s still only
energy (Shakti).

Swami Vivekananda translated that
Sanskrit to Nikola Tesla at Sarah Bern
hardt’s party in New York on the thir
teenth of February 1896, and asked him
if he could show that what we see as
matter can be reduced to potential en
ergy. Tesla gave that information to his
close friend MilevaMaric, Einstein’s �irst
wife, and she put it into the most fa
mous equation (E = mc2) that ever hit
the fan, that what we see as mass is only
energy. That’s the information that I
conveyed to Gargi (Marie Louise Burke),
�irst by word of mouth, and then in
writing, shortly before she died.”

Though there is no direct evidence to
prove Dobson’s claims, it is well known
that Swamiji had close relationship with
both Tesla and Bernhardt and also Tesla
was close to Mileva Maric.

According to Swami Nikhilananda:
“Nikola Tesla, the great scientist who
specialized in the �ield of electricity, was
much impressed to hear from the
Swami his explanation of the Samkhya
cosmogony and the theory of cycles
given by the Hindus. He was particularly
struck by the resemblance between the
Samkhya theory of matter and energy
and that of modern physics. The Swami
also met in New York Sir William
Thompson, afterwards Lord Kelvin, and

Professor Helmholtz, two leading repre
sentatives of western science. Sarah
Bernhardt, the famous French actress
had an interview with the Swami and
greatly admired his teachings. “

Not much information is available on
the outcome of those meetings.

(This is part 8 of ‘Swami Vivekananda
and the world’ which has been 10 parts)

“If a person who lives in God becomes miserable, what is the use of living in
God? What is the use of such a God? Throw such a God overboard into the
Pacific Ocean. We do not want such a God!” – Swami Vivekananda
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Culture Curriculum
Why is vocational education looked
down by the populace? It’s high time for
the society to upbraid its skewed views
about vocational education and harness
its employability quotient. All India 
Institute of Technical Education (AICTE)
has taken the onus to design the 
contents of the sector, 'Culture' under
the National Vocational Education 
Quali�ication Framework. The 
committee of experts headed by Varsha
Shivgaonkar has identi�ied seven areas
of specializations for Culture and for
preparing vocational contents.

Dr Shashi Tharoor says, ' technology
and culture have shared an intimate

connection from time immemorial. The
evolution of civilization itself by way of
arts and crafts has been dependent on
technological advances. No surprise that
even the etymology of the word 
'technology' points to its derivation
from the Greek term techne 
meaning 'art'.

Culture studies have been divided
into tangible and intangible. Chairman
of AICTE, Dr S.S. Mantha says, 'As a
model of knowledge heritage the study
of Sanskrit has been included as one of
the specializations. Other classical 
languages of ancient and medieval India
can be worked on this model later'. 
Curriculum introduces conversational
skills in Sanskrit and then proceeds to
advanced Sanskrit passages. Students
are apprised about Sanskrit classics
such as Natyashastra, Abhinayadarpana,
Sangitaratnakara and Dattila. Kautilya
Arthashastra and Smriti literature is
also dealt with. Methods of 
documenting oral history are an 
intricate affair and needs trained 
people. So students are taught 

ethnography, traditional knowledge and
techniques of India as well as ethno
mathematics and ethno astronomy. 
Students get to know museum 
techniques as well. Conservation of 
antiquities is also there, entailing 
binding of rare books and manuscripts;
darning and mending of historic 
textiles; dressing carving and dowelling
of stone for restoration purposes. 
Varsha Shivgaonkar says, ‘Archeology
being highly technical has been dealt
with in a very pragmatic yet selective
manner. Students are taught to make
drawings of archaeological �inds and
also make archaeological surveying
using tools and equipments. Students
learn the identi�ication of archeological
�inds be it bone, ivory, wood, stone or
fossil. The cultural relevance of pottery
has its subtle aspects. The 
understanding of prehistoric rock art in
relation to pottery is needed’. To keep
the scienti�ic tempo, as much as 500
hours is expected to be devoted upon
computer and digital applications in 
archaeology.

Skilling India: Vocational Training
Ratnadeep Banerji adjudges the potency of vocational education in India

EDUCATION 34

• Knowledge heritage: A model of
Sanskrit studies
• Intangible cultural heritage
• Expressive culture
•  Museum techniques 
• Conservation
• Traditional design and Archeology
• Archaeology
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Textile and Apparel Curriculum
The Ministry of Textiles has 
facilitated the release of Contemporary
Curricula for garment and fashion 
sectors. The apparel and textile value
chains together provide the biggest 
employment opportunity in India. 
During the period 20062007, 6 million
people have joined the garment 
industry. In recent years, women have
made up over 82 % of the workforce
joining the apparel industry.  Also 71%
are from rural and semiurban areas.
Apparel exports worth 1 crore creates
85 jobs that include 32 tailors, 32 inline
personnel and 21 indirect jobs. An 
investment of 1 crore in an apparel
manufacturing factory can create 500
direct and 200 indirect jobs. 20 lakh
jobs are likely to be available in the
near future in the apparel sector.

AICTE and NCVT (National 
Curriculum for Vocational Training) set
up separate committees for garment
and fashion sectors  both headed by 
Dr Darlie O. Koshy, Director, General
and CEO of Apparel Training & Design 
Centre (ATDC) and the Institute of 
Apparel Management. DR Koshy feels,
' It sets  a new direction of skill 
development in labourintensive sector
like apparel which is now advancing in
highspeed manufacturing and digital
merchandising, designing, pattern
engineering etc.'   The entire curricula
for garment and fashion sector at ATDC
have been revamped under Dr Koshy.

Apparel Training and Design Centre
ATDC has become the largest vocational
training network for the apparel 
industry. With over 177 ATDCs 
including Vocational Institutes /
Centres/Skill Camps, the skill mission
has reached major apparel clusters
spread across 22 states and 85 cities.
ATDC Vocational Institutes has a 

capacity to train over 4500060000 
candidates per year aided with about
6000 latest hightech machines. 
Besides, ATDC has large collaborative
partnerships with a large number of
Government agencies. 

Falling short
In mid2013, FICCI submitted detailed
textiles policy suggestions to West 
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee.
Senior vicepresident of FICCI Sidharth
Birla Birla put it,

'While the state has a long history
and tradition in textiles, there is a need
for a policy roadmap which will revive,
modernize and broad base West Bengal
textile industry and integrate it with the
global market'. Hinting at Bengal as a
dark horse, Sanjay Jain, managing 
director of TT Ltd says, 'States like 
Maharashtra and Gujarat have

come out with aggressive textiles
policies in last two years. West Bengal
has a huge potential to become the next
knitwear capital of the country'.  
Interestingly, ATDCs in Odisha have
trained over 10,500 youth. During the
current �inancial year, Minister of 
Textiles has formulated three new
schemes exclusively for implementa
tion in the NorthEastern states. The
Scheme of Integrated Skill Development
for Handloom workers targets to create
a pool of 50,900 trained weavers during
20122013. In order to meet the rising
demand for quality handloom and
handicraft items from the state, a textile
park is planned to be set up at Lamboi
Khongnangkhong in Imphal West. 
Rigorous training in the northeast
would be provided by ATDC.

Training the Trainers 
Training of trainers has been diligently
taken up by ATDC through 3 academies
set up in Gurgaon in NCR, Thiruvantha
puram in Kerala and Chhindwara in MP.
Over 765 trainers have been rolled out.
To deliver quality training, ATDC has

entered into collaborations with lead
ing training institutes in Hong Kong, Sri
Lanka and the UK.

Making forays
The Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan of
the Ministry of Youth Affairs has been
sponsoring ATDC Candidates for
SMART (Skills for Manufacturing 
Apparel through Research and 
Training) courses. The Tamil Nadu Skill
Development Mission has sanctioned
5400 candidates in 9 districts of its
state. They have also mandated ATDC to
upskill 54000 uniform tailors and
plans to provide them with modern Juki
machines post training to give �illip to
their earning capabilities.

Old and New Curricula
Dr Koshy is candid to declare, ‘Our ex
isting vocational education system suf
fers from some key failings in regard to
employability. Crucial ingredients are
missing from practical exposure. For 
instance, under the current Skill 
Development Initiative Scheme of
DG&ET, courses like Garment Packer,
GarmentIroner/TailorChildren, 
TailorSuits/Helper Numbering, 
HelperFeeding, HelperSewing and
HelperWashing etc are obsolete, thus
failing to attract new candidates. The
infrastructure used for training is also
obsolete and the course contents have
fallen behind the surge of technology
prevailing in the apparel and fashion 
industries’.

ATDC is in the process of registering
65 of its vocational institutes on 
panIndia basis as Vocational Training
Providers (VTP) with NCVT and 25 of
its Vocational Institutes as Skill 
Knowledge Providers with AICTE to
offer vocational courses for garment
and fashion sectors.

(The writer is a senior journalist with
varied interests reachable at 
ratnaub@gmail.com)

Fashion design
Textile design
Apparel manufacturing
Fashion management
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GUJARAT’S VILLAGES
Growing by Leaps and Bounds
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Contrary to popular perception, the
term watershed does not  simply refer
to the geographic boundaries of a par
ticular waterbody. A watershed is more
than a land, it is also a community. It in
cludes all the people and natural re
sources available in that area.

Gujarat’s watershed programme
began in 199495 under various
schemes like Desert Development Pro
gramme (DDP), Drought Prone Area
Programme (DPAP) and Integrated
Wasteland Development
Programme(IWDP) to maximize scarce
resources of rural areas. However, given
the shortcomings in these watershed
programmes, the state government felt
that use of scienti�ic technology would
enhance the ef�iciency, transparency
and accountability of the programme.
This led to the formation of the Gujarat
State Watershed Management Agency
(GSWMA). Constituted in 2007 it 
comprised of efforts to bring in 
scienti�ic planning in order to get the
most out of the land based portion of
the water cycle in a sustainable manner.

Soon after its inception, GSWMA took
up the massive work of constructing
water harvesting structures, soil 
conservation activities, afforestation,
agriculture development, dairy 
development, micro enterprise 
development and creation of other 
direct livelihood opportunities to en
sure the necessary technical and social
rigour to the process.

It put in place an effective scienti�ic
and participatory base which included
�ive different aspects. Geographic Infor
mation System (GIS) and Remote Sens
ing were introduced simultaneously,
adopting a ridgetovalley approach for
improving the ef�icacy of watershed de
velopment. The projects were equitably
distributed among all the districts and
the most needy watershed areas were
identi�ied and prioritized, allowing the
state to plan for the next 18 years.

Micro Planning at Village level
Secondary data, participatory rural 
appraisal (PRA) and biophysical 

surveys where collected in villages. The
Interventions were �inalized by the 
village Watershed Committee and 
experts of the Watershed Development
Team. The water management 
structures followed the Ridgeto Valley
approach to ensure ecological 
revitalization and maximum utilization
of rainwater insitu. The identi�ication of
different types of water management
structures was decided according to the
needs of the village. It ensured that all
households were covered while special
care was taken for the assetless and 
resource poor.

Management Impact Assessment
To control activities at the stage of 
implementation, a mobile phone based
Monitoring & Evaluation System was   
 developed. The bene�its of this system
are manifold including monitoring the
progress in a project by means of 
summarized reports generated over 
frequent periods of time by nodal 
of�icer or higher up of�icials. Further,
people can now monitor the progress
themselves and take necessary 
corrective measures.

Planning Holistic Development
In the process of preparing DPRs 
(detailed project reports), the total fund
requirement of the village is estimated
while ensuring that every household is
surveyed. The gap in fund requirement
is calculated by deducting the funds
available from those required. The Wa
tershed Committee and the Watershed
Development Team then identify funds
required and funds available under
IWMP (Integrated Watershed Manage
ment Programme). This gap is �illed up
by leveraging funds from MGNREGS,
funds of the Forest Department and
other such schemes.

Watershed Development
The watershed Development Pro
gramme aims at enhancing rural liveli
hoods, and the positive response it has
garnered has helped in its state wide ac
ceptance. The advanced technology cre

ates scienti�ic temper among the rural
populace by putting GIS (Gujarat Infor
mation System)in the hands of people
as a planning tool. A sense of ownership
also develops among the villagers as
they attempt to understand the technol
ogy used through extensive capacity
building.”IWMP” is our own project as
the project has made us understand the
watershed concept. We feel proud to say
that this project will enable us to wipe
out poverty from our village,” says
Jaswantbhai Patelia, Secretary, water
shed Committee, Achhala (Panchma
hals).

Environment & Climate Change
Along with the positive rural impact,
participatory and well managed water
shed development also enhances the
ecological resource base of rural econ
omy and creates sustainable livelihood
opportunities for people. Large scale
implementation of watershed projects
will enable the people adapt to climate
change. People also come up with inno
vative ideas to protect the environment
and promote communal harmony. This
novel approach has helped 2.5lakh
farmers across the state, reaching out
across 7.08 lakh hectares of land in
200910. The success of the programme
is not only owned by the community but
also recognized by the Department of
Administrative Reforms and Public
Grievances, Government of India. Gu
jarat State Watershed Management
Agency (GSWMA) has been declared as
the winner of Silver Award for e Gover
nance 20102011 under the category “
Innovative use of Technology in e Gover
nance” and the Government of India has
referred all the states to follow Gujarat
model of planning and DPR preparation.
GSWMA, by taking technology to peo
ple’s doorstep and enhancing liveli
hoods across Gujarat, has shown the
path to innovate other initiatives else
where. 

(The above article was originally pub
lished in ‘the Gujarat’ Quarterly, April
2011)
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Sarpanch Sammelan
Meticulously planned to showcase the
strength of Gujarat’s rural backbone, the
Sarpanch Sammelan was a sight to 
behold. As three stages with giant
screens showcased the various aspects
of Gujarat’s growth, the great hall at the
Mahatma Mandir was abuzz with the
milling of a sea of white turbans and
more than a few colourful odhnis,
among the gathered media and 
dignitaries.

The event was marked by a host of
exhibitions that told the different 
narratives of the tale of the progress of
Gujarat, with representatives from all
departments putting forth their best
foot. There was the impressive outlay of
weaponry used by our defence forces on
display, a glittering array of schemes
and plans for development laid out, and
striking replica of the Statue of Unity, a
glimpse into the many facets and fronts
that the government is trying to make
people’s lives better.

Brought to the venue by specially
chartered buses for the occasion, the
Sarpanchs were the real chief guests of
an occasion that celebrated the spirit of
self Governance. The villages were 
offered the opportunity to choose to be
a ‘Samras Gam’ as an effort towards fast
tracking development in the country
side. Another scheme offered that 
villages which remained Samras three
times in a row would be offered 
standard aid ahead nonsamras 
panchayats in the state besides other 
incentives like solar streetlights, paved
roads and 25% extra funds, in addition
to the 2 to 5 lakh prize money handed
out to a host of villages for various 
developmental achievements . The prize
amount for ‘Samras Gam’ with less than
5,000 populations be 3lakh and that for
‘Mahila Samras Gam’ will be 5 lakh. The
incentivization of development in the

state is sure to yield an increase in the
general quality of life in the villages, a
fact that ensures continued progress of
the villages in keeping with modern,
changing times at the global level. Chief
Minister Narendra Modi also distributed
awards worth 12.135 crores to 6598 vil
lage panchayats in an event that will
sure to have historic rami�ications in
Gujarat’s rural development.

Enthused by the huge participation in
the ‘Best  Gram Panchayats’ competition
in the year of state’s golden jubilee, the
government has also decided to 
continue the competition for prizes to
be awarded every third year after 
evaluating the progress every 
six months.

Moved by the success of the event,
the Chief Minister was emotional in his
speech. He recalled how this Mahatma

Mandir was built by the contribution of
villages from across the state offering
‘Jalabhishek’ bringing soil and water
from their respective places.

Paying a tribute that highlighted the
importance of the Sarpanch, the Chief
Minister revealed some impressive 
statistics   talking about the cleanliness
initiatives, over four lakhs toilets have
been built in villages in the leadership
of Sarpanchs. As many as 4000 villages
have been ‘Nirmal Village’ compared to
just four villages a decade ago. Placing
the baton of development  squarely  in
the hands of the villages self 
governments, in inimitable style, CM
Modi observed the thunderous applause
– “ If a Sarpanch desires and take 
leadership, the village can demonstrate
a turnaround.”

Panchayat Power
Propelling Gujarat’s Rural Redevelopment Story
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Executing Schemes to Empower 
Panchayats
The importance of the role played by
the Panchayats in the development of
India since before Independence cannot
be stressed upon enough.  In a sprawl
ing country with far �lung villages, the
last mile in development becomes the
most important in enabling the citizens
in these rural parts to get bene�its out of
the government’s policies.  This last
mile for a large population that dwells
in our villages is left to be covered by
the Sarpanch and his gram panchayats,
literally, the leader and wise ones of the
village. But what makes the Gram Pan
chayats even more important is the fact
that they are representative, enabling
every village in the country to have a
voice in the process of development, to
express exactly what the need of the
hour is.

The panchayat system is part of an
ancient culture innate to agricultural 
village life in India. The ancient texts
speak of the system employed in an
cient times, as do the Buddhist memoirs
of multilayered councils of selfgovern
ment called ‘janapads’ , ‘nagar sabhas’
and ‘gram sabhas’, emphasizing the im
portance of a degree of autonomy and
proactiveness that come with these.
Mahatma Gandhi was a proponent of
the local selfgovernment model that
the Gram Panchayats were based on, 
believing that every village must have

the power and ability to deal with the 
issues that were truly local. Bapu’s 
vision of contemporary democracy in
independent India was anchored with a
hope of the genuine participation of
people in their own welfare and 
development through selfgovernance,
central to which was the Panchayati Raj.
Throughout the history of modern
India, leaders have expressed the im
portance of the Panchayati Raj, making 
amendments in its structure to include
those oppressed in the past to ensure a
wellroundedness in its representative
nature, thus making India not only
world’s biggest democracy, but also the
world’s most representative democracy.

Swachha Gram Swastha Gram
The Swachha Gram Swastha Gram
scheme that emphasized and 
incentivized cleanliness in the streets,
public buildings and roads of villages

was well received. Restating the virtues
of cleanliness, the scheme aimed at 
incentivizing cleanliness by way of
grants to villages in lieu of a scavenging
tax. The villages were advised to 
structure the interaction with waste and
refuse in the planned manner, with
dunghills, roads, and public gutters and
animal shelters becoming the focus,
supplemented by a drive to build public
and private toilets in local self 
governments buildings, schools, 
panchayat ghar, anganwadi and primary
health centres with a view to total 
sanitation in villages. As an added 
bene�it for sanitation, the state 
government promised to grant villages
a sum equivalent to the scavenging tax
that was collected, which the villages
could claim up to a 110% , under a 
provision of  500 lakh that was made for
this scheme in the year 200708.
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Women, especially in rural areas have
traditionally managed their homes
alongside taking care of household 
animals. Only, their contributions have
never received economic valuation and
due recognition. In Gujarat, however
women play a key role in the �inancial
management of the household as well.
Their contribution to Animal 
Husbandry is one such example.

An increase in the number of cattle
has increased the state's capacity to
handle growing demands, even cooper
ative societies have set up vital training
sessions which help women  improve
their Animal husbandry skills.  It is
these efforts that have seen Gujarat in
crease its milk productivity by 65%.

“There was a notion that a woman
cannot take care of animals, and she
would �ind it dif�icult to help nurture
the growth of an animal. But all this has
changed, by inducing con�idence  that

they can indeed do it.”, said Dr. Ankita
Killedar, Research Scientist and Head,
Reproductive Biology Research Unit,
Anand Agriculture University.

It was with the proposal of the 
Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing
Federation that a residential training
programme was started for women at
the Anand Agricultural University. The
only criterion set to undergo the train
ing was that women should know to
read and write. 

“The direct result of taking care of
animals with sensitivity is an overall 
increase in milk production.”

The training gives priority to the
trainees getting handson training in
the nittygritties involved in animal 
husbandry.

“These include calf rearing, details on
timely breeding of animals and steps to
be taken while pregnancy.” explained 
Dr. Ankita as some of the factors on

which the women are given training.
The training also equips women

about the feeding habits of cattle; 
details as to how much and what to feed
the cattle, the proportion in which grass
is to be cut, clean milk production and
tips on vaccination are also given.

The training focuses on the best 
possible integration of technology into
increasing the productivity of milk; this
has resulted in positive results.

The Gujarat Cooperative Milk 
Marketing Federation with the help of
its unions carries out the selection
process of the women capable of 
attending the training programme.

“We train and empower many tribal
women from Navsari and Surat Dairies
as well.” added Dr. Ankita.

The direct result of training women is
an increase in Milk production, and now
women also understand what it takes to
protect and take care of their animals.

Duliben Somabhai Patel, who 
underwent the training a couple of
years ago attributes her ability to  
integrate technology into animal 
husbandry to the training program.

“I take care of 20 cows now. The sys
tematic approach learnt in the training
has given us a way to deal with and take
care of animals.  Knowing  the feeding
habits of the cattle has helped. Impor
tantly, integrating technology has
helped in increasing milk production by
over 25%,” explained Duliben. 

Amritaben agrees that the training
has helped them understand the meth
ods in which animals could be taken
care of.

“The direct result of taking care of
animals with sensitivity is an overall in
crease in milk production.” she added.

(The article was originally published
in 'The Gujarat'  Quarterly, Issue 11, July,
2013)

Animal Husbandry
Enabling Gender Equality

Mr Narendra Modi at Animal Husbandry camp
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With changing times though, rural
women (including those from the tribal
areas) are increasingly moving out of
their houses and villages in search of
work. The Government of Gujarat has
taken a small but consequential step to
wards encouraging this positive trend.

Set in the tribal lands of the Arraval
lis, is a shining example of women’s 
empowerment and rural and tribal
emancipation in Gujarat.

‘Poshina Working Women’s Hostel’ is
the �irst ever rural working women’s
hostel in Gujarat. Located in Khed
brahma Taluka of Sabarkantha district
with a total area of 25,974 square feet
and a built up area of 7007 square feet,
this hostel caters to women who work
in the rural areas away from their
homes.

The idea behind this innovative 
project was to aid working women in
the predominantly tribal areas. 
Commuting from far off places is an
acute problem for women. It is worse
when women have to leave their jobs
after marriage or childbirth because of
the long distances. Unlike urban towns
and cities, houses on rent aren’t a com

mon business practice in the rural area.
A hostel for working women will thus
prevent women from quitting jobs, and
it will also serve to provide a hospitable,
social environment for these working
ladies to thrive.

The hostel has been built in a safe 
locality, with a local police station 
situated right opposite the campus. The
residents are assured of police 
protection at all times. There is also a
Health Centre and a School on either
side of the Hostel campus. This would
serve as an added bene�it for residents,
especially for those with children.

The hostel is twostoreyed, with 16
rooms, the Hostel Of�ice, a Guest Room
and a Common Room. It also has a sepa
rate kitchen and dining hall. The rooms
have been built in accordance with
stateoftheart technology. Fully fur
nished elegant rooms will be given to
the working women on twinsharing
basis, with bathrooms to be shared
among few rooms.

The hostel also has facility for female
relatives of the residents to stay
overnight as guests on the campus.
Apart from that, there is provision for

all guests of the residents to visit them
during the �ixed visiting hours.

The running of the hostel will be the
responsibility of the residents, without
any outside interference in its activities.
The kitchen is common where the resi
dents can choose to cook for themselves
or hire a cook. This would ideally en
sure harmony among the residents, de
spite being from different castes and
communities.

The extensive campus area can be 
developed into a garden, where the women
can conduct meetings, Self Help Groups and
other womencentred initiatives of their in
terest. The common room in the hostel
building can also be used as a crèche during
the day if the residents wish. If required, an
Anganwadi Center can also be opened
within the campus. The idea behind this is
to develop the Hostel as a hub for rural
women’s activities.

This Rs 71 Lakh project in Poshina was
conceptualised by Sabarkantha District Pan
chayat team. 

(The article was originally published in 'the
Gujarat' Vol  III, Issue  III, July, 2013 and was
written by Ravi Arora, IAS, DDO, Vadodara)

Poshina's Working Women Hostel
Strengthening Social Infrastructure 

Working women
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At the Gram Panchayat of�ice in Virdi, a
small village in the Dholka taluka, a
woman in blue sari sits at the only desk
in the of�ice. A row of chairs along the
same line as the desk are occupied by
seven other women of varying age
groups. This is the allwomen Gram
Panchayat of Virdi and Makwana
Jayaben Jithendrabhai, the 35yearold
Sarpanch, is the youngest of them all.
The Gram Panchayat in Virdi is one of
many Samras Grams in Gujarat. Initiated
in October 2001, under the Samras
Gram Yojana, a village is provided Rs. 2
lakh cash incentive, when all its resi
dents decide to elect all the members of
its Gram Panchayat unanimously.

Virdi, however receives Rs. 3 lakh as
incentive, as along with being a Samras
Gram, all its members are women. So,
Virdi quali�ies as a Mahila Samras Gram,
and therefore gets an additional one
lakh rupees under the scheme.

Elections in Virdi, prior to Jayaben’s
term were not always conducted based
on mutual consent. From every ward
(The smallest unit in a Gram Panchayat

comprising 100 odd people), two or
three candidates contested for the elec
tions, leading up to a highly competitive
atmosphere in the village. As the margin
of victory was very small, contestants
would go up to any extent to win.
Though during elections, no violence
was ever reported in Virdi, however in
cidents of violence in some other vil
lages (which had too many candidates
contesting for the elections) were not
an unlikely occurrence. The violence
and competitive atmosphere in villages
during elections proved to be a hin
drance for development initiatives in
the village. 

The Gujarat Government, in order to
reduce violence and propagate unity
among villagers, decided to give cash in
centives to Gram Panchayats that
�ielded just one candidate from each
ward as well as for the position of the
Sarpanch.

Abdul Bhai, the former Sarpanch of
Virdi, said, “Meetings were held at every
ward, where we made sure that all the
ward members agreed on one candi

date. In case there was more than one
candidate for a ward then through dis
cussions the right candidate among
them was chosen. We realised that the
con�lict during previous elections
caused problems only to the voters. It
was only by standing united could we
achieve prosperity for all”

The Government in order to ensure
continuity of the Yojana, gives 25 per
cent extra grant to second and third
time Samras Grams. Second time Sam
ras Grams can also avail funds for ce
mentconcrete roads. While third time
Samras Grams receive additional grant
for solar lighting.

The scheme has been well received
all over Gujarat. From 2001  (start of the
yojana) till December 2012, around
10,400 Gram Panchayats have been de
clared Samras, out of which 291 are
Mahila Samras Grams.  

(The article is based on the article "Good
Governance: Empowering Gujarat's 
Villages" published in the April 2013
issue of 'The Gujarat' quarterly.)

The Samras Gram
Exemplifying Good Governance

Mr Narendra Modi with other dignitaries at an event
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Innovative bracelets earn 
group a whopping order!

Little did the Siddheshwari Sakhi Man
dal (selfhelp group) in Patan realise
that their talent will be recognised and
put to optimum use. The group known
for making handbracelets struck gold
after bagging an order of delivering 10
lakh bracelets to the Swami Narayan
Temple in Baroda by 2015 after partici
pating in the Baroda’s Saras Mela (fair).

Much deserved are the women in the
group who belong to the Parmar com
munity (SC). Societal oppression from
the upper class was a regular feature for
them to deal with.

Having put in intense hours of labour
work in agriculture, the group decided
to move on by decisively stepping into
making bracelets, japa mala (accessory
used for chanting), and other acces
sories. They were ably trained by Man
jula Vaghela, a member of the group.
She brought together people who were
genuinely interested to learn and
formed the sakhi mandal.

“We set out to train and it took us

nearly 6 months to gain con�idence that
we can indeed deliver the goods by
making these accessories such as
bracelets etc.”, explained Manjula

Having gained in con�idence and with
Mission Mangalam showing faith in
their abilities by providing them with
necessary market linkages, the group
began to set up stalls in Patan district
bus stand to showcase their skills. They
even went to the extent of visiting
nearby temples and setting up stalls.

“Yes there is travel, but we have
learnt that this is part and parcel of
managing your own livelihood, so we do
not shy away from showcasing our
products anywhere.” said Aruna Mak
wana another member of the group.

Mission Mangalam ensured that the
group participates in the Saras melas
across Gujarat, so that others can wit
ness their talent.

“During the Saras Mela in Baroda, we
had members from the Swami Narayan
Temple come over and look out our

work. They were impressed with our
bracelets and have placed an order of
10 lakh such bracelets to be delivered to
them before 2015.”, said Manjula with a
beaming smile on her face.

The group on an average sells for Rs.
10,000 every month and during festive
occasions such as Diwali and Shravan
months; they sell close to Rs. 25,000 per
month. All the members of the group
earn a steady Rs. 3,000 per month to
sustain their livelihood and have man
aged to balance their household work
and profession.

Siddheshwari Sakhi Mandal members
making bracelets and other accessories

“We give twothree hours soon after
we have completed our household work
in making these accessories. We have
the support of our family.”, said Lakshmi
Vaghela, another member of the group.

The group procures its raw materials
from Ahmedabad and Manjula’s hus
band offers his support to the group by
shuttling to and fro Ahmedabad to get
them the required materials. Women in the
group are happy that this mode of liveli
hood generation has given them an 
opportunity to work from home.

“It is convenient for us, as we can pursue
this right from our houses.”, said Champa
Vaghela, another member of the group.

Siddheshwari Sakhi Mandal is indeed an
example of how Mission Mangalam has
provided the group with successful and in
novative marketing platforms for their pro
duced materials.

In sync with one of Mission Mangalam’s
core objectives, the group is also provided
with opportunities to participate at various
fairs at district and state level to showcase
their products.

(This article originally features in the book
'Good Governance : People's Voice which has
been published by the Commissionerate of
Information and is written by Sudarshan
Ramabadran)

Siddheshwari Sakhi Mandal members making 
bracelets and other accessories
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Poor sanitation, immense scarcity of
water and most importantly oppression
from the society; this is exactly what an
extremely backward Bhavda village in
Ahmedabad district was known for.

With the advent of time selfbelief
and signi�icant change in mind set has
resulted in the village taking rapid
strides to walk the path of change.

Bhavda houses 750 people belonging
to the Other Backward Caste (OBC) and
Schedule Caste(SC) communities. A tail
end village, women had to walk 8 times
a day covering 8 kilometres up and
down per time to fetch their share of
water. The walk was �illed with strain
and uncertainty as the women folk did
not know if they would get water, as a
result of the oppression they had to face
coming from a backward community.

“We used to be really unsure; some
times we had to walk in the day and

sometimes in the night. There was no
respect for us, �ights were a regular fea
ture. All that which was on our mind
was we had to ensure our children get
water, our family gets water. Therefore
we must walk.”, said Kasi Jamvat, now
an Anganwadi worker in the village.

Just when things were looking miser
able, Bhavda got its act together and de
cisively embarked upon the goal of
ensuring water to every house.

Devanji, a resident in the village says
the move was welcomed with a lot of re
sistance. “People were just not ready to
change. It required a change in the mind
set to believe that our village can get
uninterrupted water.”, he said.

The Sector Reform Scheme (SRS)
meant 10% of the contribution had to
come from the village. Thus, it took 3
years for the village folks to understand
how essential it was. This is where the

dialogue between WASMO and the vil
lage helped people to know how manag
ing your own water supply can bene�it
the community at large.

“The �ield workers of WASMO never
gave up. They used to visit every house
and understand the problems we faced.
Sometimes they were welcomed, some
times they were not, but this did not
stop them from giving Bhavda a ray of
hope to manage its own water require
ments.”, added Meruji another resident
of the village.

Youth in the village began to play an
active role in making the people aware
of how essential it was to have their
own water resources and the responsi
bility which came with it.

Jan Bhagidari (people’s participation)
was evident as things began to fall in
place. The principal of the primary
school in the village led from the front

Bhavda walks the path of change
Sudarshan Ramabadran reports on the societal transformation of Bhavda 

village which is the best example of good governance of the state of Gujarat

Bhavda women travel 8 km to fetch water 
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and donated for the cause as part of the
village contribution to the scheme. As a
result the Gram Panchayat and its Pani
Samiti decided to implement the SRS.

Bhavda installed a tube well, a water
tank with 50000 litres water supply,
and a 1050 metres water supply line
which ensured water reached every
house. 

The transformation was beginning to
show. “Women now engage themselves in
embroidery as an income generating activ
ity. Fights have stopped and we are giving
ample quality time to our families as well.

That is how important water is to us.”, said
Kasi.

Youngsters in the village were also
taken for exposure visits on how best to
maintain what they have in place back
home. Now Bhavda not only ensures water
for every home, but for all those who are
dependent on animal husbandry, water
has become suf�icient for even their ani
mals as well. “Since installation, we have
had no issues. Through this we not only
have water at our homes, but have under
stood to use water judiciously. We have
water for our animals as well.”, said a joy

ous Mohan who is into animal husbandry. 
Thought tail end by nature, Bhavda is

de�initely one of the examples where soci
etal transformation is discernible through
the works of WASMO and also a case
where involvement of the entire village
has brought about a paradigm shift
through community management of water 
resources.

(This article originally features in the book
'Good Governance : People's Voice which has
been published by the Commissionerate of
Information)

Dialogue between WASMO officials and villagers 

WASMO leads to societal transformation Plan of Water supply line in Bhavda Water Tank in Bhavda
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A three hour drive from Ahmedabad
(102 kms), the Sun temple at Modhera
transports you to a long forgotten world
of splendor and excesses.

Built in 102627 AD, it signi�ied the
restoration of glory to the Solanki dy
nasty of Gujarat. This was the time
when under the rule of BhimdevaI, the
Solanki's regained power and their capi
tal Anhilvad Patan was strengthened.
Many traders and rulers joined hands at
this time to build magni�icent temples.
The Solankis were Suryavanshis (de
scendents of the sun) and hence a grand
temple dedicated to the Sun god was
erected close to the capital. The temple
is thus believed to be a signi�icant his
torical, architectural and religious land
mark. It is also, one of the few Sun
temples in the country, probably the
third most signi�icant after Konark and
Martand.

As you enter the ASI marked site of
this enchanting and resilient structure,
it is hard not to be in awe of the struc
ture that embodies a glorious past.

Walking on, along a cobbled lane
�lanked by green lawns you see weather
battered pieces of stone idols piled to
gether next to an ASI tent on the left and
a museum complex behind it. As you ap
proach the tent you see two axially
aligned intricately carved structures to
your right standing in all their grandeur
 these are the Sabha and Guda Manda
pas. The temple complex has three inte
grated structures apart from these two,
there is the Surya Kund.

The Surya Kund is the temple tank
and it is also axially aligned with the
two Mandapas; the Tropic Of Cancer
passing through the heart of the three
structures. The Surya Kund lies to the
east of the Sabha Mandap. An interest
ing interplay of geometric patterns, in
this approx. 54x37 m tank, laced with
pyramid shaped stairs to take you down
to the water level, is sure to leave you
astounded. 108 miniature shrines are
carved in between the steps of the tank
divided by four levels. There are also
bigger shrines with idols of Hindu gods

and goddesses intricately carved in
stone in between the steps. The reser
voir once had fresh water from an un
derground source which has now been
sealed for restoration purposes. Now
you can see the bottom of the tank with
turtles swimming in the stagnant water.

A �light of stairs from the Surya Kund
leads you up to a Toran or a pair of tall
stone pillars forming a gateway (actu
ally an archway with the arch missing)
leading you to the Sabha Mandap. As we
entered the temple, we were stunned by
the uniqueness of the engineering used
in the construction of this temple. No
mortar or cement was used to join the
stone bricks, instead they were inter
locked together to create a structure re
sistant to earthquakes.

The Sabha Mandap is a structure
with an octagonal form and has one en
trance each, along the parallel, horizon
tal and vertical sides of the octagon. It
has 52 pillars (equal to the number of
weeks in a year) with carvings depicting
scenes from Hindu epics like the Ra

Modhera Sun
Temple: Of
the past and
its glory

Modhera Sun Temple Complex
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mayana and the Mahabharata. This is
also referred to as the Ranga Mandapa
or the Sita Chavadi and is perhaps the
most elegant and ornamental part of the
temple. This part was used to probably
hold meetings, gatherings and discus
sions.

As you exit the Sabha Mandap, you
enter the Guda Mandap which houses
the Sanctum Sanctorum. A large part of
this structure has been built anew for
restoration. You are greeted by a famil
iar smell of various old batinhabited
stone structures as you enter the Man
dapa. There is an air of mystery about
the dark Mandapa which has a huge
dome barely visible in the evening. The
Mandapa as usual is peristylar with an
octagonal nave beneath the dome.  The
inside walls are bare but broken by
niches in each bay, with idols of the Sun
God.  The plain walls are more than
compensated by the exquisitely carved
pillars and the architraves portraying
scenes from the Ramayana. The Garbha

gruha or the Sanctum Sanctorum is
sealed as it opens to a deep trench
which according to popular belief was
�illed with gold coins and on it sat the
gold idol of Sun god on his chariot of
eight horses. Between the outer walls of
the temple and the garbhagriha is a pas
sage which is called the pradakshina
marg. On the left side of the passage lies
a hidden doorway to a tunnel which
supposedly leads to the Rani ki Vav in
Patan.  Above the passage used to be a
Shikhara, which was destroyed and the
golden idol taken away during a histori
cal invasion.

The outsides of the temple are pro
fusely carved and ornate with the base
being an inverted lotus. From the base
onwards the carvings are divided into
strips with each depicted scenes bear
ing references to different aspects of
Hindu mythology and religion. The best
times to visit the temple are on the days
of equinox (20 March and 21 Septem

ber) as on these days the sun rays fall
directly on the Garbhagruha making the
entire temple complex glitter and come
to life with sun rays �looding all its cor
ners. Other than that the Tourism De
partment of Gujarat also organises a
three day long classical dance festival in
Modhera in the month of January post
Uttarayan. The Sabha Mandapa is used
for the performances and renowned
artists from world over grace the festi
val.

Although the temple has been ren
dered not usable for worship, the temple
site houses a small temple to the right
side of the complex where you can offer
prayers and be treated to the sweet
prasad of ilachi dana and misri. A trip to
the Sun temple can also include a visit to
the historic capital of Gujarat, Patan,
which is a 40 minute drive from here.

(The article was originally published in
The Gujarat, Vol III Issue II, March, 2013)

A front view of Sun Temple, Modhera
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There is nothing prettier than pulling off 
your chic looks with traditional statements. 

Kavita Shyam finds out how

EPITOMIZINGbeauty IN 
INDIAN GARBS
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A little bit of attentiveness and 
imagination can heighten your fashion
senses and add a whole new meaning to
your wedding wardrobe. Traditional 
attires at weddings has undergone a sea
change and women are spoilt for choice.
However, a bride doesn’t need to
splurge or burn a hole in the pocket to
look a million bucks for the 
wedding day.

One doesn’t only have to be a starlet
to wear beautiful Indian wear for your
wedding day. With the wedding season
looming large, dressing to the hilt has
become mandatory which surely can
work up to your advantage provided the
bridetobe chooses her attires 
carefully. Be it the jewellery or her
bridal attire, women should not splurge
extravagantly if she is not willing to
wear it in future, these expensive 
possessions should not be bought
simply to stack them in the
wardrobe after the ceremonies. So
women should try to gather inspi
rations from magazine, portals or
sit with their trusted tailors and get

the designs stitched to perfection in
stead of buying real Swarovski laden or
gold work designer bridal wear at 
exorbitant prices.

Being the cynosure of all eyes has
never been so effortless, what with a
huge variety of out�its to choose from
and varied Bollywood insights. 
Bridestobe have to mentally sketch
out their dream looks, and then get
ready for a fashionable quest to turn
into a stunner. Here are some styles to
choose from this wedding season for all
the eventful wedding ceremonies.

From the pretied sarees to lehenga
style sarees, to corset topskirts, to
�louncy Anarkalis and the good old
Gharara, there are a plenty of easy to

wear attentiongrabbing
look good options for a

bridetobe.    
The clothes have to

be an element of sub
tleness therefore, the
colour or the material
one chooses should

not be too bright or

overthetop.  Most apt colours for
young women would be bright pink,
midnight blue, lavender, �lame orange,
indigo, fuschia, peacock or emerald
green and neutral colours to steer clear
of the usual bridal hues. One can choose
from a wide variety of 
materials this season like net, georgette,
brocade, chiffon, velvet and lace. Adding
a lot of sequin work, embroidery, 
diamonte, gota patti can make any 
ordinary material look worthy enough
to get the glam award. Self work and
crystals on scattered motives also add
to the bling factor in traditional out�its.

Plunging necklines, high slits, short
skirts and bare skin are somewhat 
inappropriate and best to avoid them at
a traditional Indian wedding. The
clothes should never be overstated and
should never overshadow your 
personality as it would only make you
look beyond your age. 

So make sure you have three to four In
dian wear for occasions like the mehendi,
sangeet, wedding and reception and
choose your traditional attires carefully. 
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Diva Style Anarkali
An Anarkali suit looks ethnic, graceful
and impeccable. If you want to look chic,
opt for a long Anarkali teamed with a
shrug or even a sheer jacket with 
gathered churidar. Floor length
Anarkalis look striking and are 
extremely popular this season. A 

cocktail of fabrics
in high quality
like velvet,
crepes, silks,
georgette and 
brocade mate
rials with
heavy 

embroi
dery

in zari, aari work, dabka, kundan, mir
rors, zardosi and sequins are in vogue.
Kali Kurtas in deep crimson, chocolate
brown and effervescent blacks look
best. However, these kali kurtas look the
best when the kalis are in contrasting
colours. One look at the latest designer
styles worn by the Bollywood brigade
when making public appearances and
you will get your designs. 

Make sure your Anarkali is well �itted
at the bust and waist. Also the �lare of
your kurta should be determined by
your body type. Women on the plumper
side should not bury themselves in
enormous layers of �lare. Similarly, slim
women can wear kurtas with a heavy
�lare or �loor length anarkalis while 
petite women can safely stay away from
this style.

Saree: Six Yard Wonder!
Make a style statement with the 
evergreen saree, in the drape of your

choice. For those women who are
true saree loyalists, walk your

way through the crowd by
wearing sarees in digital
prints with highlights
paired, net, lace with dia
monte work, chikan work 
sarees or nice French chif

fon sarees with sexy blouses.
Net sarees with 

crystal or diamonte
or kundan work
can add a dimen
sion of class and
set the tone for
wedding.

Fashionistas
are opting for 
innovative, incut
halter neck with
work on the
strings, open
back blouses to
be able to
�launt their
mehndi or tat
too designs on
their back.
Blouses with
Swarovski

crystals look stunning and are haute not
only on the runway but make for a �ine
wedding wear option as well. Even kali
dar sarees are much talked about these
days, taking unusual sarees to a differ
ent level altogether, wherein one can
play with the colours, embroideries and
borders. Kalidar sarees makes you look
more feminine and is ideal for women
who have an hourglass �igure and would
like �launt their best.

Pleated Sari Soiree
Pleated skirt and attached pallu can also
look �ine in this kind of look, 
complimented by threequarter sleeves
and a monochromatic colour palette can
illustrated the silhouette's timeless 
appeal. 

Gold pleated saris are the order of the
day. No wedding gown or sari is com
plete without the pleats. Ace Designer
Kiran Uttam Ghosh emphasises,
“Pleated saris do not make you look like
an aunty. They are dramatic, light, wrin
klefree, classy, easy to tuck in and fash
ionable. With little embellishments,
jersey or lycra choli, jadau jewellery
your pleated sari look is good to go!
Pleats are timeless for me and I have
been incorporating them in my collec
tion and wardrobe. They have been
around since 1920’s and are a global sil
houette. The world is tired of seeing em
bellishments so pleats which are no
fuss, no ironing, and easytowear sil
houette, is perhaps the best way to
dress it up or even dress down.”

Lehenga Style Saree : Essence of 
Feminity
The saree gets the maximum votes at all
times as it looks extremely elegant. For
those of you run away from complex
saree routines, lehenga styled saree
drapes is an ideal solution. This look is
the latest denotation in fashion which is
sure to steal the show. It can be worn
with a choli or short blouse or corset
blouse with a detailed and heavily 
embellished top. With a sheer net 
dupatta thrown in and the pallu draped
over the shoulder like a conventional
saree. The look is worthy of admira
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tions, as you tuck the
lehenga saree and carry
the style along. It is 
simple and less elab
orate as compared
to wearing a con
ventional saree.

The half
and half
sarees, can
be worn
even as
lehenga
and
they
come
with

readymade pleats. Bejewelled dupatta
or dupattas with latkans is also in, as it
reduces the need to add heavy pieces to
the neck. Scalloped edges and hanging
tassles look lovely on dupattas. The
other option is to go in for a light
printed lehenga with subtle borders or
embroidery looks great. Even the good
old Parsi border is getting a new lease
of life in Indian wear. Even brides are
opting for these Lehenga Style Sarees,
so how can the bridesmaids be far 
behind on catching up on this trend.
These draped lehenga styled saree add
that touch of glamour.

The lehenga can be styled in �lared or
�ish cut, mermaid style, A line or
straight �it skirts are �ine options. These

are also very functional given that the
friends of the bride may have to

do a lot of running around at the
functions. Many designers pre
fer to give their out�it a front
panelling like detailing or gotta
patti which enhances the look of

the entire attire.
For those of you who

want to again stay away
from the hassles of drap
ing a saree, turn to a pre
stitched saree. This easy
to wear automatic saree
as one may call it, is a
perfect amalgamation of
design, fabric, colour and
style. Mostly a pre
stitched saree will have
a double pallu typically
available in twin con
trasting shades. Make
sure it drapes and �its
you well besides grips
your body well to ac
centuate the curves.

Back To Tradition
With Gharara
Be a head turner with the
good old Gharara or
Sharara, all of which the
Mughals had brought
into the country cen
turies ago. Ghararas in

satin, georgette, jamawar or benarasi
silk brocade give a grand look. The du
patta can have a heavy dupatta in rich
fabrics like satin or brocade with heavy 
embroidery and zari work, sequins,
leather, trims, silver or gold beadwork
besides other embellishments elevates
its elegance.

Needless to say, adding net and 
velvet invariably adds the glam and
sparkle quotient to the dresses. Also 
remember you can team up your
Gharara with a Sherwani style tunic.
Mix and match churidars, dupattas and
pants with varied kurtis besides �lowy
skirts with interesting corset blouses
tops, all of which can give your
wardrobe a reshuf�le.

If you worship your body then you
deserve these clothes, because they will
worship your body and enhance your
curves like never before. There are a lot
of variations available in the market, so
go for a cut that �latters your �igure, a
colour that brings out your skin tone
and a �it or design you are comfortable
�launting.

Jazz Up In Jackets
Our Indian designers are also a follower of
the bold approach to modern bridal wear,
replaced the sari blouse with a 
deconstructed tuxedo jacket. These jack
ets in sherwani style or tuxedo style come
in variety and can be paired up or worn on
sari, lehenga, sharara or long �lowy skirts.
The jackets also are seen in full leeves
(velvet or chiffon), or halter sleeves or
even chinese collars. 

Needless to say with immense emphasis
on embroidery on the neckline, collar and
sleeves, these jackets are sure a class apart.
Choose dark hues like dark blue, brown,
maroon, black, olive green or jamun colour
to make the right statement. dramatised
by the addition of a royal purple cape.

And last on the bridal horizon is the high
low fashion is experimented with on every
silhouette possible. From Anarkali suits,
choli, jackets, blouses to kurtis. Wear a �itted,
cropped trouser, Moroccan salwar or dhoti
to add a bohemian element to the 
highlow look.
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For a bride her bridal box is always un
�inished without a few items from
mom’s closet. You can mixmatch and
recycle antique clothes for a brand new
look. Somewhere amidst the new  chif
fons and designer duds, come into pic
ture our prized heirloom possessions
which when converted  and designed
into a contemporary wear gives us 
immense grati�ication. After all we all

know that a few passed on sarees,
accessories, fabrics and jewellery

is always treasured lifelong.
Materials such as benarasi
borders, zari borders can be
cut out and added to your

new attires or better still your mom’s
old sarisuit materials can be trans
formed into indowestern slit skirts or
readytowear gowns. One can even at
tach old jewellery pieces like latkans,
keychains in silver or broaches to the
back of the blouses or cholis. With so
much of ideas in store, a bride is sure
spoilt for choice! Therefore, it’s high
time you raid your mother’s closet and
take your picks with all your enthusi
asm or get going on the latest designs
for your trousseau box.

And last but not the least, The 
sarigown emerges as the most 
exemplary silhouette in Indian fashion

today. This attire makes for a 
paradoxical mix of �luidity, feminity and
construction, this new silhouette 
combines the sixyard staple's classic
structure with the practicality of the
zippedup gown. Needless to say, the
lightweight gownsaris by no stretch of
imagination come undone when you hit
the dance�loor.  Simple, elegant and fun

are the key words
when dressing up

for your dream 
wedding!
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INDIA IS A LARGE, FAST-GROWING ECONOMY

Currently demonstrating growth rates of over 6 

per cent. This growth is largely driven by domestic 

demand, fuelled by a rapidly growing aspirational 

consumer class. It is an important market for UK 

goods and services, including consumer products. 

India is projected to be the 3rd largest economy 

in the world by 2050 in terms of GDP. Accessing 

India from the UK, is a difficult but critical decision, 

which businesses have to take. And we can help 

you with your India strategy.

THE UK INDIA BUSINESS COUNCIL (UKIBC)

UK India Business Council is the premier business-

led organization promoting bilateral trade and 

investment between the two countries. Our mission 

is to facilitate an increase in trade between the UK 

and India through business to business dialogue. 

Through the facilitation of partnerships, and with 

an extensive network of influential members, 

UKIBC provides knowledge and networks vital 

for UK companies to make the most of emerging 

opportunities in India.

www.ukibc.com
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On A Mission!

Man
Salman Khan surely seems a new man today. Having
put practically everything in the backburner, the
actor who has spent nearly three decades in the in-
dustry talks about politics, being a godfather and his
next production Jai Ho. Kavita Shyam talks to the
undisputed czar of Indian film industry
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What do you think is Jai Ho going to
make 300 crores, more like the �ilm
bandwagon?
Its not about the �ilm making 300400
crores, we all want our �ilms to do well.
But the message of this �ilm is very  
important. We just get gifts and put a
full stop to it by saying a thank you and
move on. But this �ilm is like a return
gift for every culture, every person. If
someone gives you something or helps
you in a manner, it is your duty to also
help someone else, we don’t give it back
to him as he does not need it and does
good to you. And the person giving us,
his wants or wishes will be ful�illed in
some way or the other by someone in
the universe. This is the circle of 
goodness that we have brought in this
�ilm. The hero in the �ilm starts the
goodness and in the end someone does
justice to him in the end. The hero says
thank you but just saying that doesn’t
help, instead he is ought to help three
others which is like a cycle. It is a very
beautiful thought. 

What do you think of the aam aadmi
party or aam aadmi today?
I think this has taken a toll, every 
interview is so political that I am short
of words now. We have a dialogue in the
�ilm, aam aadmi is not the political
party rather aam aadmi is aam aadmi,
all of us. And every man has the right to
be uncommon or different from 
everybody. We do things that we believe
in, we take a stand and no one can 
corrupt me if I don’t want to be corrupt.
We cannot put it on to the system when
we indeed are corrupt by nature. If one
sees a 500 rupee note lying on the
ground and picks it up quietly or if
someone sees him picking the note he
will divide it with the other person and
get involved in this. This is our culture
by nature. You know small things
change your life around when you are
younger. One was when Kumar Gaurav
gifted me all the jeans or Sunil Shetty
got me home for some boots. When I
was modeling before acting and left my
Cartier watch in the washroom  and
after 6 hours I realized I had left it

there. I went back to the hotel and
asked the receptionist and was told that
an old man had kept it aside for me, so I
offered him some money. He could have
sold the watch, it looked like an expen
sive watch or he could have made
money but he kept it back for me, this is
the character that makes a lasting im
pression on your mind. Now we are not
scared of anything, care a damn of what
people think of us, even educated peo
ple resort to weird things or go to any
level for publicity. Everybody is so com
petitive that nobody wants to have it
down. The last 1015 years our national
character has gone for a toss. We were
scared if the school principal will rusti
cate us or teacher will make him stand
on the bench.   Its cool to become a
murga or stand on the bench or get
punished, the kids are laughing and
winking at it. We used to work very
hard and get scared of failing in the
exams or get good marks else mom
would get upset or that she would slap
us. Out here there is no fear of mom or
dad or teachers or friends. The fear of
respect is missing or fear of loosing
friends is not there and then we are
blaming it on to everybody. The system
is not corrupt, we are corrupt. There are
smaller countries with better civic
sense, better hygience, here people
don’t keep their houses clean or throw
away things just outside their houses.
So people who are in power are going to
use this and it is our job to not let them
use it. We are scared to get into trouble
if we speak out. It is my problem also,
because I have two court cases on me.
But then how much to keep quiet on
these small things. 

Do you see any of this, the situations
or behavior changing?
It is surely hoping it is going to change;
the next generation will do it. They
speak their minds of and care a damn!  I
know from my nieces and my nephews,
their agenda is to make the world, the
city a better place to live in, they are al
ready on this trip. They don’t give in to
any of these temptations.  Today how

"The Fridays decide out fate or the
need to save up for a rainy day. We

are used to asking from the 
production hands for everything,

everything is given to us in our
hand so we loose the habit of

doing things ourselves. We 
become stars by getting people’s

love and its is the people who have
made us what we are. We become

people’s person, if people don’t
come and watch out films or 

appreciate us we are 
nobody then."
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cool is somebody refusing something or
getting a tip, just appreciation is
enough.

As for Mr Kejriwal, he is taking on the
country big time. Same thing has hap
pened, people are disheartened as one
new party has started. This man has
come in to curb corruption, and I hope
he is going to do a lot of good work. All
those people who have voted for him
for good, if things do not happen they
will be so dissappointed that thereafter
even if the most righteous person
comes in to rule they won’t have any
faith. People have to bene�it. So Kejriwal
has to do what is promised and admin
istrate with the �ine qualities to govern.
I could be the greatest guy, with the
best of intentions but I may not be the
most correct person to rule the country.
I hope he has got those skills, if there is

just a lot of talking and not much hap
pening it wont help. He has to handle
not a few things but the entire country
or state. He has to prove everyone right,
bring up the faith that the apt person
has been chosen for the country.  

Being Human is planning to launch a
canteen for the people which will
have reasonable things for all? 
No we are just doing health for now. We
are taking care of 100 cardiac patients
wherever we go and this is our way of
giving it back to the people. Actors have
a lot of income �lowing in, and get used
to keeping our hands in the pockets and
we don’t even get our pockets stitched.
We are not sure of our future/fate or ca
reers ahead. The Fridays decide out fate
or the need to save up for a rainy day.
We are used to asking from the produc

tion hands for everything, everything is
given to us in our hand so we loose the
habit of doing things ourselves. We be
come stars by getting people’s love and
its is the people who have made us what
we are. We become people’s person, if
people don’t come and watch out �ilms
or appreciate us we are nobody then.

You have always been involved in 
social causes, so do we see you ruling
the nation?
Like I said, doing social causes and 
ruling the nation are two hugely 
different things all together. You got to
start off from the grassroot level with
crores of people, needs a lot of money.
Either these politicians are born in such
families or they are grass root 
politicians from small places. It is 
commendable, but they know the 
Bureaucrats jobs, learn about their 
ministry, changes etc, they are doing
great job but then there are the ones
who aren’t doing anything much as well.
And these are the ones who are very
powerful,   than the ones who are not
doing any corruption. I am not the right
person to comment too much on it. 
Anyways, aam aadmi was a word used
by congress and now is being taken by
Kejriwal. Being Human is a charitable
trust and is registered as a social and
political party. 

What was the thought process of 
keeping the name Jai Ho?
There was no thought process at all. The
title of our �ilm was Mental, because we
liked it. Today, to �ind an honest, non
corrupt, dedicated, loving, faithful,
righteous, correct person which 
characterizes a real person is rare to
�ind. If you �ind such a person today,
that person is generally tagged mental
or crazy instead of calling him an ideal
man. If we have a man who is clean,
noncorrupt or correct person for a
chief minister he is perhaps the most
hated man.  My father was not happy
with the title, he felt that after the �ilm
releases the title Mental Khan wont suit 
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My father was not happy with the title, he felt that after the film 
releases the title Mental Khan wont suit be well and I don’t think
anybody would like it. Our intention is totally different. We are all 
in our forties now, our father wanted us to change it so we went
ahead and did the needful.
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be well and I don’t think anybody would
like it. Our intention is totally different.
We are all in our forties now, our father
wanted us to change it so we went
ahead and did the needful. We all were
brainstorming that people are talking
about the �ilm already with this name,
and all he said was not he was unhappy
with it we changed it. Dad had a point,
he had a reason and he only came up
with the name Jai Ho. And whats in a
title, if my name changed from Salman
Khan to something else would I have
been any different a person? We are
very happy with the title. 

The movie is about three people 
helping three people and has one point
to grow the chain of goodness ahead. A
person who is unsure of helping 
another person, for instance in a bus if a
man is hesitant of giving the suit to a
woman because people might think that
he is being overtly generous he backs
off. If there is a manhole instead of 
getting off from your car and placing a
huge stone on it one just moves on.
Good people refrain from doing good
because of the fear that people
might think otherwise of them.
But if a man commits rape or 
molests, he doesn’t think twice
before doing the act or of what
people might think of him. 
People don’t take a stand for
others; they hardly go for
ward so that they don’t have
to face the music or the 
repercussions. So if we don’t
do good deeds, one �ine day we
will become a victim of such 
instances. 

The song Aam Janta in Jai
Ho shows the issues of 
common man?
I had given them this thought.
There is a friend of mine who
died, we all went and met his
brother and his brother was
also our friend at the fu
neral. He was alone so he
came home after a few
weeks, so a friend of mine

who had not gone for the funeral was
apologetic to the brother about the
mishap. And after the consoling, he had
nothing else to say so he asked the
brother if everything else was ab
solutely �irst class!  A person whose
brother died, life became miserable how
else could his life turn out to be, how
could it be �irst class? And we all felt
what and how could he say such things! 

What is really possibly
great after rapes,

death of a common
man, girls are safe,
the farmers are sad
but everything else

is �irst class? Why
cry and

com

plain, why not work instead and make a
better life! 

Our charitable trust sees only educa
tion and healthcare. Our primary con
cerns are education for the aptitude and
who want to study to discipline them. A
person comes to me for job, loans, buy a
house, to get his sister married etc, I feel
like throttling them, I only tell these
fans to go and work.  The youth has be
come like this, they don’t want to work,
they want to �ind avenues of all these
things. These are real life instances. You
has be a sel�ish motive, then only people
do things else not!

You recently said that Aamir Khan
can pull of anything, script, actor, 
director?
Aamir did recently pull off everything!
(just kidding)

Do you think you can get around 
anything?
This is a misconception. Aamir and I do

different kind of �ilms. My �ilms have
more emotional quotient. The  movie

Wanted to Dabangg or Bodygaurd.
Wanted had the script which

pulled me to it, action is there in
all other �ilms, the action that
the dubbed �ilms have we can

not possibly compete with
them. Bodygaurd was not done

because of the 2 hours of the �ilm
but the last 25 minutes of the
movie was something. If an audi
ence wants to come back or wait

till the last half of the �ilm it’s a big
hit. Dubbed �ilms the budgets are
higher, huge amount of special effects
and the emotional quotient is high,
which is not the case with us. In the �ilm
 Veer the father son bonding or the
confrontation faced against each other.
The �ilm Dabangg where the son takes
the revenge for his mother, it’s a
small �ilm shot in small places and

had small budget of 2 crore, to
make it larger we got action and

songs. Dabangg 2 had father son
love chemistry was tremendous
and romance in marriage.
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These are the things we have tried to
get in our �ilms. Script wise they may
not seem extra ordinary but these are
things we want to see in our lives.

You are giving chance to new 
comers? From the music to the actor
or actress you give people a break?
It’s not they we are giving work to 
newcomers, some are doing great work
so we are fools not to give them their
due. The music is great by Amal. I saw
Sana in Big Boss.  Santosh Skuhla is hero 
material is Sanjay Dutt, Shatrugan
Sinha, Amitabh Bachchan or Jackie
Shroff. Now there are all mimics, or a
hero who loves �ilms is Santosh Shukla,
he is born for this! Even Sharad Kapoor
is a big star today, these guys are lovely

actors. One mistake or �ight and their
careers are ruined. Aditya Pancholi and
I were launched at the same time by
Kailash Surendranath in ads. I did
campa cola and he did limca, then we
came into �ilms. He is great guy with
sense of humour and personality. With
the articles coming out about him, he
got little work and not much on his 
platter.  

It’s a very clear understanding that if
I see potential, only that person will get
to work with me. And many would think
that when I used to drink earlier and
they would come and do jugaad, noth
ing used to work like that. Only if I felt
the person was deserving, it happened
else not and now its hardly once in a
while. I have seen a lot of life and if

somebody makes my head turn around
twice or makes me notice a person, it
means that person has to have some
thing. This �ilm did not need a big star;
it needed a girl next door like Daisy. I
had seen her earlier, and I thought she
doesn’t �it here as assistant dancer or
choreographer. My mother Helen is a
dancer and was a big star. A dancer can
become a heroine and atleast 25 min
utes she is going to be doing her own
stuff. When we sign a new girl, we see if
she can dance or not. I did not know for
a year and a half that Hrithik was so
good at dancing, he could not even tap
his foot but when I saw him in his �irst
�ilm I was like this is superb, if I knew
he danced so well I would have learnt it
from him. 

Have you asked you father to write a
movie script for you?
Most of our lines in our movies are from
our dad only, the thought is from dad.
When we get stuck with a dialogue or
movie scene he helps us instantly. If we
get stuck in a scene for 6 days we just
ask him to give us 30 minutes and he
solves our troubles. 

When do we next see you in a 
romantic �ilm much like the 
original Salman?
This �ilm you are going to see me in a
romantic role. And with Sooraj next will
also have me as a romantic guy. 

Would you have a socially aware
show like Satyamev Jayate?
Yes, we are working on a show but not
exactly like Satyamev Jayate, it would be
more entertaining and change a lot of
things.  It will be launched mid 2014. 

What’s next as a producer?
We are doing a �ilm with Sooraj 
Pancholi and Sunil Shetty’s daughter
and Nikhil Advani is directing it. 

What are the disadvantages of 
being a star?
There are none and if any it’s negligible.
Like if someone else if driving your
name comes in, someone else is hunting
your name comes in, so don’t worry
about it. 





Through a noti�ication dated 30 December 2013 (Noti�ication),
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has issued the Foreign Exchange
Management (Transfer or Issue of Security by a Person Resident
Outside India) (Seventeenth Amendment) Regulations, 2013.  
The Noti�ication recognizes optionality clauses for shares and
convertible debentures issued by an Indian company to a person
resident outside India.

The Noti�ication has amended Regulation 5 and Regulation 9 of
the Foreign Exchange Management (Transfer or Issue of Security
by a Person Resident Outside India) Regulations, 2000 (FEMA
20).  Regulation 5, clause 1 (i) of FEMA 20 allows a person 
resident outside India or an entity incorporated outside India to 
purchase shares or convertible debentures of an Indian company.
Further to the amendment introduced by the Noti�ication, shares
or convertible debentures issued by Indian companies which 
contain an optionality clause, but without any option/right to exit
at an assured price, shall be recognized as eligible instruments to
be issued to a person resident outside India under the foreign 
direct investment scheme.

Regulation 9, clause (1) of FEMA 20 allows for the transfer or
shares and convertible debentures of an Indian Company by a
person resident outside India. The Noti�ication has introduced an
additional clause that provides that any transfer of shares or
debentures containing an optionality clause is subject to a 
minimum lockin period of one year or a minimum lockin period
as provided in the sectorspeci�ic policy for foreign investment
(Schedule 1 Annex B of FEMA 20), whichever is higher.  The 
Noti�ication speci�ies the pricing guidelines applicable to a person
resident outside India exercising its option/right:
(a)  In the case of a listed company, at the market price 
determined on the �loor of the recognized stock exchange;
(b)  In case of equity shares of an unlisted company, at a price not
exceeding that arrived on the basis of Return of Equity (RoE) as
per the latest audited balance sheet. Any agreement permitting
return linked to equity shall not be treated as a violation of the
FDI policy.  The RoE is the Pro�it After Tax/Net Worth where the
Net Worth includes all free reserves and paid up capital; and
(c)  In the case of preference shares or debentures, at a price 
determined based on internationally accepted pricing 
methodology at the time of exit, duly certi�ied by a chartered 
accountant or a SEBI registered merchant bank.  The guiding
principle is that the nonresident investor should not be 
guaranteed an assured exit price at the time of making the 
investment/agreement and must exit at the price prevailing at
the time of exit, subject to the lockin period requirement.

ANALYSIS
In the past, the legality and enforceability of equity 
instruments with optionality (put and call options) has been
questioned, both from the securities regulatory and the exchange
control standpoint.  However, regulators have taken steps to 
address these concerns in the last three months.

Following the SEBI Circular dated 3 October, 2013, where SEBI
recognized put and call options over shares of public companies
on a prospective basis, the RBI has, through the Noti�ication, now
formally recognized the validity of optionality clauses attached to
shares or convertible debentures issued under the FDI scheme.
This is a positive development in so far as the RBI has previously
been opposed to FDI instruments with optionality and tended to
regard them as "debtlike" instruments.  However, there are a few
issues that arise from the Noti�ication:

Lack of Grandfathering
The Noti�ication does not contain any speci�ic 
grandfathering or savings clause that protects all existing
shares/convertible debentures with optionality containing provi
sions for exit at an assured price or rate of return.  Therefore, the
legality and enforceability of all existing shares/convertible
debentures with �ixed return/assured return options held by
nonresidents prior to the date of the Noti�ication is uncertain.
This impacts all existing investments, joint ventures or put and
call options with �ixed returns/assured price returns.

Pricing Guidelines
There are a few anomalies in the pricing guidelines applicable to
a nonresident investor exercising its optionality/right to exit:
(a)  In case of transfer of equity shares of unlisted 
companies, any exit pursuant to an option/right must take place
at a price not exceeding that arrived on the basis of RoE as per the
last audited balance sheet.  This is different from the general 
pricing guidelines, which provide that transfers of shares from a
nonresident to a resident should take place at a price not 
exceeding the fair market value per equity share calculated in 
accordance with the discounted free cash �low method.  The 
Noti�ication de�ines RoE as Pro�it After Tax/Net Worth (where
Net Worth includes paid up capital and free reserves).  This
means that returns on investments through exercise of
options/rights now become linked to pro�its and not future cash
�lows.  Using the RoE methodology to calculate an exit price 
pursuant to exercise of an exit option/right may lead to 
signi�icantly lower valuations in companies not making high prof
its and may be detrimental to investors.
(b)  Further, the Noti�ication adversely affects existing option con
tracts over the equity shares of unlisted companies that may have
been agreed between nonresident investors and promoters or
other counterparties at a valuation calculated in accordance with
the discounted free cash �low method.  Following the Noti�ication,
it appears that exercise of these options may only take place at a
price not exceeding that arrived on the basis of RoE.
(c)  In case of transfer of preference shares or debentures, the
price must be calculated in accordance with any internationally
accepted pricing methodology at the time of exit, duly certi�ied by
a chartered accountant or a SEBI registered merchant banker.
This offers greater �lexibility to determine the price, but it is not
clear why the regulators have made a distinction between equity
shares and preference shares/debentures.
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Rohit Kumar takes a sneak peek into 
the NRIs’ engagement in various fields

NEWSBIN
N R IINDIA'S EMIGRATION PROCESS TO GO

ELECTRONIC BY APRIL 

India will introduce the 
emigrate electronic 
emigration process from
April to enhance trans
parency and make the
movement of people across
the border easier, Ministry
of Overseas Indian Affairs
Secretary Prem Narain has
said. 

"We are targeting to 
introduce the emigrate
project in April. It will make
the emigration process
much easier and enhance
transparency," Narain told
IANS in an interview on the
sidelines of the 12th annual
diaspora convention  the
threeday Pravasi Bharatiya
Divas (PBD)  organised by
his ministry Jan 79. 

According to the 
secretary, emigrate process
would provide a complete
and comprehensive 
electronic platform linking
all the stakeholders with
minimum human 
intervention. 

The emigrate system will
convert all routine
processes like application

submission, document 
veri�ication and other 
approvals to the electronic
mode. Information related
to migrants and agents as
well as data related to their
country of travel and 
residence will be provided
at one place. 

Narain said the new
process would signi�icantly
improve the quality of 
services being provided by
the Indian emigration 
authorities. 

The government has 
contracted Tata Consultancy
Services (TCS) for 
implementing the project.
The new process aims to 
establish interfaces among
key stakeholders to help 
reduce corruption and 
irregular migration and help
authorities easily check 
irregularities. 

Under the new system 
integrated modules will be
developed on key 
stakeholders like recruiting
agents, emigration 
clearance, immigration 
control and complaint 
management. Narain said
the Indian government is
working on several fronts to
make movement of people
across the borders easier. 

He pointed out that the
government has issued
nearly 1.5 million Overseas
Citizenship of India (OCI)
cards to the people of Indian
origin across the world.
"These cards carry a 

lifetime visa. This is
aimed at keeping people of
Indian origin, wherever 
they are, connected to their
motherland," he said. 

"We are issuing nearly
1,000 OCI cards every day.
Our target is to provide this
to every eligible individual,"
the secretary added. 

CANADA NAMES PARK AFTER FIRST
SIKH SETTLER 

To commemorate contribu
tion of Sikhs in Canada's de
velopment, the country has
named a new park in the city
of Calgary after the leg
endary farmer Harnam Singh
Hari, the �irst Sikh to tame
the harsh climes of frigid Al
berta province in 1909.
Alberta's minister of human
services Manmeet Singh
Bhullar, who was in Amritsar
told that the park was dedi
cated to Hari and his family,
who identi�ied fertile farm
land and set the pace of agri
cultural progress in the
province. Manmeet accompa
nied Alberta premier Alison

Redford on an of�icial visit to
India to set up a trade of�ice
for his province in Delhi.
With plans to enhance trade
and investment opportuni
ties between Alberta and
Punjab, the two visited the
Golden Temple to pay obei
sance. Bhullar spoke about
Sikhs' sel�less service in
Canada. "We have wings
named after Guru Nanak Dev
in almost all major hospitals
in the country. Sikhs are en
joying great prosperity be
cause of principles learnt
from their forefathers, teach
ings of Gurus and inspiration
from the divine," he said.
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A 33yearold Indian tailor
has won two luxury cars
and 100,000 dirhams in a
raf�le here. 

Fasaludheen Kutti
palakkal from Kerala was

the winner of the In�initi
Mega Raf�le on the second
day of the Dubai Shopping
Festival 2014, organizers
of the festival said. 

Kuttipalakkal had been

trying his luck at the raf�le
for the past 10 years with
out success. 

The good luck was
brought to him apparently
by his baby, who is only
three days old. He has won
two In�initi top models 
QX60 and G25  besides a
cash prize of 100,000
dirhams (Rs 16.9 lakhs). 

Kuttipalakkal has been
living in Dubai for 10 years
and used to buy the raf�le
ticket with his friends. This
year, he decided to buy the
raf�le ticket alone and had
a strong gut feeling that he
would take away the grand
prize.

Acclaimed �ilmmaker
Rohit Gupta has been hon
ored by India's prestigious
Limca Book of Records for
his awardwinning feature
�ilm Life! Camera! Ac
tion...The new record set
is for the �irst fulllength
motion picture shot by
just a twomember crew;
these being producer/di
rector Rohit Gupta & Ravi
Kumar R. It also is the �irst
�ilm by an Indian �ilm
maker to release via Face
book.

Since its release Life!
Camera! Action... has re
ceived wide critical ac
claim, earning over
seventy international ac
colades in various cate
gories including the
prestigious Top Nine Most
Popular and Board of Di
rectors' Special Awards,
28th Goldie Film Awards
(USA), Orson Welles
AwardCalifornia Interna
tional Film Awards, Royal
Reel AwardCanada Inter
national Film Festival,
Grand Jury AwardOregon

Film Awards (USA), Best
Feature FilmIFFPIE (Of�i
cial World Peace Film Fes
tival) (Indonesia) and
many others around the
world. 

New Yorkbased Gupta
is an MBA graduate and
an alumni of the New York
Film Academy. He �irst
forayed into �ilms with a
fourminute American

suspensethriller �ilm An
other Day Another Life,
which also received
tremendous acclaim from
around the world includ
ing an Of�icial Selection at
Cannes in 2009. He is cur
rently working on the
postproduction of his
American comedy feature
titled Midnight Delight,
due for release in 2014.

BRITISH CITY 
LEICESTER GETS NEW
INDIAN VISA CENTRE 

FILMMAKER ROHIT GUPTA HONORED BY THE 
LIMCA BOOK OF RECORDS 
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INDIAN TAILOR WINS LUXURY CARS, 100,000 
DIRHAMS IN DUBAI RAFFLE 

The British city of Leicester has
got its �irst Indian visa centre
after 20 years of campaigning, a
media report said. 

The visa centre, located at the
Peepul Centre in Orchardson Av
enue, Belgrave, was opened by
Vyragyam Siddi Ramalingam, In
dian Consul General in Birming
ham, and Keith Vaz, Indian origin
Labour Party Member of Parlia
ment (MP) from Leicester East,
news portal Leicester Mercury re
ported. 

Keith Vaz reportedly made his
own application for an Indian visa
following the of�icial opening of
the centre. He said the new Indian
visa centre will save people from
going to the centres in London
and Birmingham for submitting
their application.

"I cannot believe that after so
many years of campaigning it has
�inally become a reality. It is a
wonderful gift to Leicester," Keith
Vaz was quoted as saying. "With
the Home Of�ice biometric centre
in the city centre and now a new
Indian visa centre, Leicester is the
hub of the East Midlands," he
added.
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A Bahrainbased Indian
was selected for the
prestigious "Bharat 
Gaurav" (Pride of India)
award in recognition of
his contribution to the
community. John Iype,
63, has been chosen by
the India International
Friendship Society for
the award.
Iype has been volunteer
ing in the community for
14 years. He had helped
survivors of the 2006
Gudaibiya �ire in which
16 people died, ensured
employment for 800
workers after a garment
factory went bankrupt
and was instrumental in
launching a free insur
ance scheme for poor In
dian workers in Bahrain. 

An economics teacher
and immigrant from
India, Kshama Sawant
will don her new role in
Seattle's ninemember
City Council , represent
ing the Socialist 
Alternative Party. 
A 41yearold Indian
American woman has
emerged as a rising star
on Seattle's political 
landscape, having been
elected to the City 
Council and becoming
one of the few elected 
socialists in the nation. 
Sawant won her seat to
the Council by defeating
a veteran Democrat by a
margin of 3,100 votes of
about 184,000 cast in a
citywide contest. An idea
that was central to
Sawant's campaign was a
USD 15 minimum wage
in the city, matching the
highest in the nation. 

Renu Khator, the highest
ranking IndianAmerican
in the education sector
and the Chancellor of
University of Houston,
has been named deputy
chair of the Dallas federal
reserve branch for 2014. 
Khator served on the 
Dallas fedral board since
2011. The Federal 
Reserve Board in Wash
ington DC on December
13 made the appoint
ments for the 12 Federal
Reserve Banks nation
wide. Khator took the
dual position of chancel
lor and president at 
University of Houston in
2008, becoming the var
sity's �irst foreignborn
president and the �irst In
dian immigrant to head a
comprehensive research
university in the US.

JOHN IYPE

KSHAMA SAWANT RENU KHATOR

President Barack
Obama has named two
IndianAmericans
among 102 scientists as
recipients of a 
presidential award 
the highest honour 
bestowed by the US 
on young science and 
engineering 
professionals. 
The winners, including
Karunesh Ganguly of
San Francisco VA 
Medical Center and
Hardeep Singh of 
Houston VA Medical
Center, will receive the
Presidential Early 
Career Awards for 
Scientists and Engineers
at a ceremony here 
next year.
"The impressive
achievements of these
earlystage scientists
and engineers are
promising indicators of
even greater successes

ahead," Obama said in a
White House statement. 
"We are grateful for
their commitment to
generating the scienti�ic
and technical 
advancements that will
ensure America's global
leadership for many
years to come," he said.
The awards, established
by President Bill Clinton
in 1996, are coordinated
by the Of�ice of Science
and Technology Policy
within the Executive 
Of�ice of the President. 
Awardees are selected
for their pursuit of 
innovative research at
the frontiers of science
and technology and
their commitment to
community service as
demonstrated through
scienti�ic leadership,
public education, 
or community 
outreach.

Bahrain-based 
Indian John Iype to
receive 'Bharat
Gaurav' award 

'Socialist' Indian-
American to join
Seattle City Council

Indian-American
named deputy chair
of Dallas federal
board

Vineeta Dubey
profiles 

achievers from
the NRI and PIO

community
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KARUNESH GANGULY   AND    HARDEEP SINGH 

US presidential award for two 
Indian-American scientists 
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